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Urban community colleges are one vehicle for higher
educational opportunity for poor and minority students. They
represent an attempt to eliminate or reduce artificial
barriers to higher education—the financial barrier by
charging little or no tuition, the admissions barrier by
being non-selective and accessibility barriers by locating
in inner-city areas. By design, urban community colleges
challenge popular notions about admissions, academic
standards, advancement criteria, failure and success. In
short, they question the traditional goals of higher educa-
tion and the processes used to achieve those goals.
The combination of population shifts in urban areas
and increased self-awareness of poor and minority groups
place new demands on urban community colleges . Despite their
rapid growth, uncertain identities and concern for prestige
and status, urban community colleges must not ignore
effective responses to social issues. Increasingly, the
true urban community college will be one that seeks full
partnership with its community or service area.
v
Cooperation between urban community colleges, local
industries, community agencies and four-year institutions
is essential for educational and training efforts. Autonomous
and independent institutions and programs can combine to
result in effective and useful designs for urban community
colleges. By itself, any innovation is ineffective unless
accompanied by changes in the attitudes of administrators
and faculty. Cooperative efforts, together with related
changes in curriculum and modes of teaching, open fresh
opportunities for the renewal of programs, existing functions,
faculty and administrators.
In the future, the general test of urban community
colleges will lie in its ability to expand opportunities
beyond access to higher education. A broader view of
opportunity includes opportunities for employment and
further education. Students seek competencies that will make
them contributing members of the economy. Urban community
colleges must transmit these skills efficiently, recognizing
the changing job requirements brought on by technology and
the limits of material abundance. For new students, a
combination of course work and on the job training enhances
career planning and development. For urban community
colleges, these demands for expanded opportunity require a
more flexible occupational education curriculum and open
entry and exit points for part time, minority, older and
working students.
vi
Any design for change in urban community colleges
must take two features into account. First, the design must
seek ultimately to deal with social and economic inequities.
Secondly, it must be flexible and ongoing. While urban
community colleges are no panacea for change in urban
communities, their purposes and roles should reflect a
concern and knowledge of urban problems
. By creating a sense
of change and involvement within urban community colleges
,
administrators and faculty provide more hopeful futures for
inner-city residents and their communities.
A major task of urban community colleges is to develop
a capacity for self-renewal . Every urban community college
is going through some kind of change. A self -renewal
strategy transforms change into positive action. Administra-
tors and faculty must resist uncritical examination of the
many roles placed upon them by educators, politicians and
statewide planners. Most important, they must make decisions
on their own terms. By creating a sense of hope for the
future through purposeful action in the present, urban
community colleges provide hope for inner-city residents
and their communities.
vii
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PREFACE
The argument of this dissertation is a simple one.
The crucial issue facing America today is the growing gap
between the well to do and poor Americans and between the
majority of whites and the oppressed minorities. Education,
especially higher education, is increasingly important for
bringing poor and minority youth into occupations, status
and income now enjoyed by more middle class Americans. If
education is to become useful and purposeful for currently
underrepresented students, urban community colleges must play
a key role. Successful self-renewing change in urban commun-
ity colleges can improve all higher education by bringing
diversity and more meaningful professionalism to serve the
needs of all students.
Obviously, the past record of higher education like
the past record of elementary and secondary education is
abysmal for poor and minority students. There is no reason
to anticipate a sudden change in racial and class attitudes,
nor a rapid shift from traditional academic attitudes, but
the hope factor lies more in encouraging new directions, and
less on continual criticism of urban community colleges. By
creating a sense of change and involvement , administrators
and faculty within institutions of higher education, students
and community residents, may see hope in their own futures.
xii
Chapter I examines the scope of artificial barriers
which face poor and minority students who seek admission
to college. Apparently, institutions of higher education
have failed to re-examine their own role in creating educa-
tional opportunities for all students.
Chapter II traces the development of urban community
colleges. It points to the potential of their traditional
roles and functions as vehicles for higher educational
opportunity. A main goal of this chapter is to seek positive
identities for urban community colleges. In light of the
increasing enrollment of minority and poor students in urban
community colleges, a re-examination of traditional roles
and functions is timely.
Chapter III depicts three case studies of cooperative
arrangements by urban community colleges. The main point of
this chapter is to give detailed descriptions of new pro-
grams and new institutions which provide useful and effective
learning experiences for inner-city residents and their
communities. Without the meaningful involvement of a broad
range of institutions and community agencies, urban
community colleges may fall far short of the educational and
occupational demands of urban residents.
Chapter IV examines a major vehicle for expanded
opportunity—career planning and job placement. It cites
specifically the impact of shifting manpower needs and the
xiii
increasing concern for jobs by students in urban community
colleges. To the degree that urban community colleges adapt
occupational programs to local manpower needs
,
a broader
view of economic opportunity can be realized for poor and
minority students.
Chapter V presents a challenge to administrators and
faculty in urban community colleges. The key issue evolves
around the redirection and renewal of existing programs of
study to expand options for further education and employment
for students. But the challenge goes beyond urban community
colleges to all institutions of higher education. An
attempt is made to suggest bold new alternatives which will
provide continuous self-renewal for all who would desire it.
I am forever grateful and indebted to my many friends
and associates at the School of Education, University of
Massachusetts. Their firm commitments to relevance, diversity
and usefullness in higher education has been a source of
encouragement throughout the writing of this dissertation.
I am particularly indebted to the members of my committee
for giving so freely of their time and knowledge. Dr. Byrd L.
Jones, my committee chairman, will always be remembered for
his personal concern, resourcefulness, and tireless efforts;
it is to him that I am most deeply indebted. I am also
indebted to Dr. Barbara J. Love for her valuable advice and
support throughout the writing of this dissertation. I am
xiv
grateful to Associate Provost Robert L. Woodbury whose
keen insight on the issues of higher education has been a
source of guidance and direction throughout this disserta-
tion. Dr. Aviad Broshi, as a member of my committee, offered
invaluable assistance and support.
I would also like to thank Dr. James Canniff and
Ben Mathis, my friends and colleagues, who willingly gave
support, encouragement, and advice whenever it was needed.
I am also grateful to my parents, Reverend and Mrs.
A. Earl Jordan, who always provided a source of guidance,
inner strength, and a sense of self-dignity. Most of all,
I thank them for teaching me that "I am Somebody".
I would also like to thank my mother-in-law, Mrs.
Edward F. Palionis for her interest, support and encourage-
ment throughout the writing of this dissertation.
Finally, I am grateful and indebted to Judy Linstra
and Joan Wood for typing my final draft with interest and
care. I am grateful to many other students and members of
the staff in the Center for Urban Education for their
assistance.
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CHAPTER I
THE MYSTIQUE OF BARRIERS TO HIGHER EDUCATION
For a decade or more educators have recommended
reforms aimed at providing access to higher education for
minorities and the poor. Typically, proposals have included
special programs, remedial courses, and additional state
or federal funding. In four-year institutions most proposals
capitalized on myths and assumptions about' the special needs
of so-called "high-risk" students— assuming that the educa-
tion of these students is most effective when shifted to
opportunity programs, liberal faculty and two-year colleges.
As additions to more traditional functions of higher educa-
tion these programs are vulnerable to financial cutbacks
and even elimination in periods of economic crisis. Yet,
special programs, innovative structures and new programs
for ethnic studies are viewed as panaceas for creating
higher educational opportunity.
An emphasis on creating diversity, access and real
choice for low-income students is a general theme of the
Educational Amendments of 1972. But most funds are appro-
priated as special services to institutions of higher educa-
tion. Under the title of "Special Programs for Students
with Disadvantaged Backgrounds," approximately one million
2dollars was appropriated to ’’make grants to, and contracts
with institutions of higher education, to carry out a pro-
gram designed to identify students from low-income families,
to prepare them for a program of postsecondary education." 1
In addition, other amendments call for Educational Oppor-
tunity Centers designed to perform major educational functions
for low-income students.
During the 1960 *s, the number of public community
colleges doubled. Between 1958 and 1968 more than one
community college was built every two weeks . Their average
enrollment increased about six percent per year. By 1968,
more than four times as many students enrolled in two-year
rather than four-year institutions. Recently, the Carnegie
Commission called for the establishment of between 230 and
280 community colleges by 1980. This development would bring
at least one such institution within commuting distance of
295 percent of the population.
Most reformers view community colleges as the
prototype for higher educational opportunity. Community
colleges are an attempt to eliminate artificial barriers
. S . Congress, Senate, Educational Ammendments of
1972 (Washington: G.P.O., 1972), pT 23T
2
The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, The
Open-Door Colleges : Policies for Community Colleges CHightstown
New Jersey: McGraw-Hill , 19 70), p"T 52~!
3by locating in a variety of geographic areas. By 1973,
public community colleges served almost one-third of the
total enrollment of Black students, and about one-half of
all new Black freshmen in 1970. 3 in many areas community
colleges have the major responsibility for higher educa-
tional opportunity for minorities and the poor.
Higher educational opportunities for minorities
and the poor is a task for all institutions of higher
education. While community colleges have h role to play,
they cannot bear the burden of total responsibility. Four-
year institutions must share responsibility and learn from
a decade of efforts by two-year colleges. As more insti-
tutions expand to meet new needs, administrators and faculty
must not lose sight of providing useful educational alter-
natives for minority and poor students. The future of
higher educational opportunity lies in coordinated and
cooperative efforts which capitalize on meeting educational
needs of previously untapped human resources.
Two decades of state and federal reform in higher
education accompanied by growing needs for trained manpower
influenced a marked shift in public attitudes and expecta-
tions. Increasingly, higher education is viewed as the
3Fred E. Crossland, Minority Access to College
(New York: Schocken Books, 1970) , p. 32.
4gateway to a variety of educational alternatives and
occupational activities. Indicative of these new expecta-
tions, the Carnegie Commission reports that "the expansion
of postsecondary education be encouraged outside the
formal college in apprenticeship programs, proprietary
schools, in-service training in industry and in military
Lj.
programs." Although pockets of dissent do exist, the
public generally views as its responsibility that higher
education become a right not merely a privilege. 5
Despite apparent support for change in higher
education, inequalities still exist. Minorities and the
poor still carry the predominant burden of underrepresenta-
tion in higher education. What barriers limit access to
higher education? Why do these gaps exist despite recent
efforts for higher educational opportunity?
Many societal conditions discriminate against
minorities and the poor. The combination of poverty and
lack of education compounded by social class and racial
bias create a vicious cycle of powerlessness and frustra-
tion. Similar conditions limit entry into gainful employ-
ment, decent housing, political office and other segments
^The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, Less
Time, More Options: Beyond the High School (Hightstown,
New Jersey: McGraw-Hill
,
1971)
,
pT 13
.
5Warren W. Willingham, Free-Access Higher Education
(New York: College Entrance Examination Board, 1970), p. 5.
5of society. For too many minority and poor persons the
conditions of one generation have become a legacy for
succeeding generations. Whether initiated through ignorance
or design these conditions continue.
Educational reformers have focussed attention on the
effect of social conditions on college attendance. Lacking
in most analyses are the factors within higher education
which reinforce them. Rather, most analysis blames the
victim or persists in criticism of society at large. Elemen-
tary and secondary schools are blamed for poor preparation,
students are blamed when they do not fit "acceptable" colle-
giate life styles. The reality is that artificial barriers
exist within higher education. Pervasive institutional
racism, inflexible traditional requirements for admission,
faculty who resist innovation, the low level of student
financial assistance and increased tuition lead a long list
of artificial barriers which effectively screen out many
minority and poor persons. If college administrators and
faculty are to eliminate artificial barriers, they must
continually examine their own practices and educational
activities
.
Quality of Previous Schooling
In private, most college admissions officers would
6agree that high schools are ranked according to subjective
notions about the quality of the education provided. Judge-
ments about the quality and style of an individual's pre-
vious schooling are influenced by societal attitudes. Defini-
tions of "good" students have different meanings depending
on the high school from which they graduate. The same could
be said for judgements on grades and test scores. Teachers,
students
,
parents and administrators are programmed for
P ar, ^i- cul ari patterns and styles which distinguish "college-
oriented students" from "non college-oriented students".
The activities and demands of elementary and
secondary schools closely resemble those of colleges. Justi-
fication for these similarities generally go unchallenged.
Programmatic regularities, such as generalizations on what
a person should learn, are often arbitrarily implemented
with little or no concern for the universe of alternatives
from which they are selected. Such regularities discourage
individual differences and encourage similarities, where
similarities do not exist.
For a variety of reasons urban schools have an all
too familiar record of substandard academic preparation.
A decade of research in urban education documented reasons
6 Seymour B. Sarason, The Culture of the School and
the Problem of Change (Boston! Allyn and Bacon, 1971), p7 3.
7for the neglect and inequality of urban schools. Common
to most findings is the fact that many teachers regard
black children as inherently inferior--an indictment which
precludes quality education on any level. 7 Racist assump-
tions, whether overt or covert, pave the way for alibis
which explain away woeful instances of the miseducation
of youngsters in urban schools. Such assumptions usually
lead to several subtle variations of social and racial
arrogance
.
Teachers who hold negative attitudes of social and
racial bias affect the aspirations of children. 8 If a
child perceives that he is not expected to go to college,
in all probability he will not. No situation illustrates
this evidence better than the system of ability grouping
employed by most urban high schools. Typically, ability
grouping separates students into three basic curriculums:
college preparatory, vocational, and general. Placement
in these curriculums have serious consequences for a student's
entire life. Moreover, ability grouping has generally separated
7For evidence see James B. Conant, Slums and Suburbs
(New York: McGraw-Hill, 1971 ); Kenneth B. Clark, Dark Ghetto
(New York: Harper and Row, 1965 ); James B. Coleman et . al
.
,
Equality of Educational Opportunity (Washington: G.P.O., 19 66 )
.
8Robert Rosenthal and Lenore Jackson, Pygmallion in
the Classroom (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.,
1968), p. 82."
8lower income groups from higher income groups. 0 The result,
and possible intent, of such a system is large numbers of
students, mostly minority and mostly poor, who are dis-
couraged from academic pre-college courses.
More often than not
,
minorities and the poor live
in communities where elementary and secondary schools have
fewer educational facilities. In addition, they are usually
segregated from their white and middle class counterparts
with whom they must later compete for college admission.
By 1970, for example, three of every five blacks lived in
the central cities or metropolitan areas of the United
States. By comparison, the population of whites living in
central cities in 1970 was less than thirty per cent. 10
According to the Coleman Report children of all racial and
socioeconomic backgrounds tend to do better in schools with
a predominantly middle-class student body. This is
especially true in the higher grades where children rely
more on peer group approval. 11 Consequently, youths attending
9 Patricia Cayo Sexton, Education and Income: In-
equalities in Our Public Schools (New York: Viking Press,
1969 )
,
pp. 152-53 .
10
U . S . Bureau of the Census and U.S. Department of
Labor, The Social and Economic Status of Negroes in the
United States, 1970 (Washington: G.P.O., 1970 ), p. 13
.
11James B. Coleman et al ., Equality of Educational
Opportunity
, pp. 20-21.
9urban schools have an unfair disadvantage when seeking college
admission.
According to most research, the quality of a school
is determined by the racial and socioeconomic status of the
families served. When institutions build on a foundation of
economic status and racial inferiority, the result is in-
equality. Thus the major problem facing urban schools is
not only one of inequitable balance. Similarly serious
is the inferior quality of the education in the schools.
Segregation and inferior education have reinforced each
1 ?
other.
A continual reliance on standardized tests by most
institutions of higher education creates artificial admission
barriers for minorities and the poor. Students' performance
on these tests plays a major role in determining admission
to college. Although Blacks and other minorities criticize
these tests as biased, most colleges and universities rely
heavily on their results in the selection process. In fact,
many institutions gain their reputation by requiring high
college board scores. Over the years these tests have gained
a reputation as reliable predictors , of college achievement.
Further, they purport to measure or examine academic skills
developed over many years. Thus the extent of an individual's
12Kenneth B. Clark, Dark Ghetto, p. 127.
10
prior academic preparation will affect his chances of
entering college.
Lack of Money
Students' reasons for continuing or not continuing
formal education are so varied that a precise percentage of
those who are diverted from further education for lack
of money is difficult to ascertain. Most estimates range
from less than 20 per cent to as high as 5D per cent of all
graduating high school seniors in a given year. A recent
study included more than 400 high school graduates in five
major urban areas. Most students did not plan to continue
their formal education. Approximately 37 per cent state a
lack of money as the primary reason. When students
perceive a lack of money as a barrier to higher education,
it does in fact become one.
A lack of sufficient financial support is a major
barrier to higher education for minorities and the poor.
In 1968, for example, the United States Bureau of the Census
reported that 45 percent of all non-white familes had yearly
incomes under $5,000. Further, the Bureau reported that
college age Americans from families earning more than $15,000
were almost five times more likely to attend college than
13 Leland Medsker and Dale Tillery, Breaking the Access
Barrier: A Profile of Two-Year Colleges (New York: McGraw
Hill, 1971), pp. 77-78.
11
those from families making under $3,000 a year. 14 In that
same period less than 25 per cent of the three major
student financial assistance program--educational opportunity
grants, national defense loans and work study--were awarded
to non-whites. 1 ^
Student financial assistance continues to decline
despite its crucial role in students ' decisions about
college. In a revision of Title IV of the Education Amend-
ments Act of 1965 (Education Opportunity Grants), the 1972
Amendments propose "to assist in making available the
benefits of postsecondary education to qualified students in
institutions of higher education." The assistance provision
stipulates that grants such as Basic Opportunity Grants are
available directly to students on the basis of need. A
maximum grant of $452, however, is awarded to those students
whose families can afford to contribute nothing to the cost
of their education. The average grant is $260. In contrast
14The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, A
Chance to Learn: An Action Agenda for Equal Opportunity in
Higher Education (Hightstown, New Jersey: McGraw-Hill, 1970)
,
p . 2
.
^Hugh W. Lane, "Where Do Black Students Go to College
and Why?" (National Scholarship Service and Fund for Negro
Students, 1970), p. 9.
1
6
U.S. Congress, Senate, Education Amendments of 1972
(Washington: G.P.O., 1972), p. 14.
12
previous Educational Opportunity Grants provided a maximum
of $1000 per year for low income students. Further, it
appeared that students in need of assistance may lose the
opportunity to obtain it. By 1974, the Office of Education
reported that less than half of the $60 million funding had
been distributed to those in need.
The voucher plan is one of the most controversial
proposals for social equity in meeting tuition costs. His-
torically, the greatest share of public support for higher
education is granted directly from federal and state
governments to institutions. Under the voucher plan, grants
and loans are awarded directly to students for use at the
institution of their choice. Family assets and income
determine eligibility for assistance. This plan is
similar to educational vouchers which have been proposed
to replace direct government funding to elementary and
secondary schools. It appears likely that these "portable
grants" will replace most federal programs for student
assistance. If voucher plans are to be useful for minorities
and the poor, educational planning must include the elimina-
tion of artificial admissions barriers which limit student
choice
.
A recent survey reports substantial tuition increases
in all segments of higher education. The cost of college,
13
including tuition, fees, room and board, increased 40 per
cent in the last four years, and will continue to rise in
the future. Community colleges, traditionally the least
expensive type of higher educational institution, increased
more than private and public four-year institutions. In
public community colleges, the average student costs for
commuting students, including costs to his or her family,
rose 15.4 per cent over the past year. 17 While overall
costs for commuting students remain slightly lower than
those for residential students, the cost for residential
two-year colleges rose 6.4 per cent. Current tuition
increases, particularly in public community colleges, will
have strong implications for the future of educational
opportunities for minorities and the poor.
Rising tuition compounds the problems of going to
college for minorities and the poor. The decision to attend
college often means immediate loss of income to students'
families. Experienced learners, many of whom are heads of
households, must work to support their families. In some
states Welfare recipients are discouraged from attending
college because of increased tuition and the reality of
fixed incomes. More often than not, low income persons must
17
"Cost of College Rises 40 Percent in Four Years,"
Chronicle of Higher Education
,
15 March 1974, p. 1.
14
take the more secure alternative of staying on the job or
staying on Welfare. In most cases, college attendance is
either delayed or dismissed as unrealistic. Unless more
institutions of higher education become flexible for working
students, the hope of attending college will be dimmed by
the grim reality of meeting daily living expenses.
Geographic Barriers
Geographic barriers to higher edudation are the
most easily talked about and most easily misunderstood.
Superficially, it would appear that there are enough
colleges, old and new, expensive and inexpensive, to serve
those who want to go. Further, those who wish to live at
home could easily commute on a full or part time basis to
a nearby community college. To the casual observer, educa-
tional opportunity in higher education begins and ends with
admission to college. The problem, however, is more com-
plex and requires a closer examination of accessibility and
opportunity
.
More than a decade ago the Eisenhower Commission
stated that "two-year colleges should be within commuting
1
8
distance of most high school graduates." This goal
18
The President’s Commission on Education Beyond the
High School, Second Report to the President (Washington:
G.P.O., 1957).
15
captured the imagination of social reformers seeking to
expand postsecondary education. In the decade following
the Commission’s recommendation more than 1,000 low cost
two-year colleges were built in the United States. An
important step toward opportunity in higher education had
been taken. The geographic barrier had been at least
cracked, if not broken.
In general, most American college students attend
institutions relatively close to home. This is particularly
true with minority and poor students who find the lower cost
community colleges both attractive and manageable. Proximity
studies over the past 25 years document the inverse rela-
tionship between rate of college attendance and students
'
distance from the institution. Most conclude that in
instances where colleges are made more accessible, attendance
is increased. In many areas of the United States, the
highest priority is placed on locating institutions in
geographic areas which are inadequately served.
New York City is a notable example of attempts
to provide greater accessibility for minority and poor
students. In 1958, not one free-access college was located
either in the central city or the fringe areas. Ten
million people did not have ready access to higher educa-
tion. By 1968, five institutions were established throughout
16
the city, with another five in the suburban fringe. This
development put free-access higher education within reach
of approximately 30 percent of the population of each area.
Among minority groups, Puerto Ricans fared better than the
city average (36 percent) and Blacks considerably below
average (21 percent). No free-access institution has
located in Harlem, the most densely populated area in the
nation. 19
More important than mere geographic location is
whether or not institutions actually provide opportunity
for underrepresented groups . Some urban community colleges
nearly replicate the racial mix of their communities and
enroll much higher ratios of minority students. Nationally,
however, the picture is different. In 1971, public
community colleges were within commuting distance of 82 per-
cent of the 18 to 24 year old population in major metro-
politan areas. Yet, no segment of higher education provided
• .
. 20equal opportunity for minority persons. College adminis-
trators and faculty need to develop effective recruitment
programs. Recruiting minority and poor students requires
19Richard I. Ferrin, A Decade of Change m Free-Access
Higher Education (New York: College Entrance Examination
Board, 1971), p . 6
.
9 n
Leland Medsker and Dale Tillery, Breaking the Access
Barrier
,
p . 76
.
17
taking new looks at traditional methods of attracting
students. All members of the college community should move
toward the development of a more diverse student body.
When educational programs are not useful or
relevant to the population served, the accessibility of an
institution means little. Educational opportunity begins
with positive motivation in the process of teaching and
learning. By location, some community colleges must focus
close attention on the local concerns of their communities.
In urban communities, for example, many residents perceive
their own needs and those of the community as one in the
same
. Community involvement by teachers and administrators
receive highest priority. Issues such as urban renewal, child
care and welfare problems serve as useful tools for class-
room instruction. Further, college policy is shaped and
decided by broad based community participation. Where
academic programs are not useful, they are changed or dis-
carded. As institutions become more accessible to culturally
different persons, educational opportunities will take on
new meanings.
For minorities and the poor, a broader view of
opportunity includes more options for economic and social
mobility. If minority youth are to have more educational
alternatives, institutions of higher education must serve as
18
bridges between high school and career development for some
and between high school and advanced higher education for
others. A goal of full opportunity implies major changes
m society at large and, in fact, cannot be achieved by the
efforts of community colleges alone. Thus, other segments
of society must be consulted and utilized fully. Over the
long range, these efforts would include closer, more flexible
ties between four-year institutions, business and industry.
Institutional Racism
Institutional racism and class bias pervade every
segment of American society. A lack of economic opportuni-
ties and limited educational opportunity keep large numbers
of minority and poor persons behind in most social and
economic categories. Racial discrimination persists despite
a characteristic belief in most institutions that they have
made substantial progress in eliminating it. Whether by
admission policy, quota systems or attitudes bent on dis-
couraging non- traditional applicants, institutions of
higher education have neglected minorities and the poor.
Two major studies cite the degree of minority
underrepresentation in higher education on a national scale.
In Minority Access to College
,
Fred E. Crossland compared
the percentage of 1970 minority enrollment in higher education
19
with the percentage of minority groups in the total popula-
tion. He estimates the need for the following adjustments
in order to achieve statistical parity by 1975:
The
. number of 1970 black freshman shouldbe increased by 89 percent of 117,000(from 132,000 to 249,000).
The number
. of 1970 Mexican American freshmen
should be increased by 189 percent or 34,000(from 18,000 to 52,000).
The number of 1970 Puerto Rican freshmen
should be increased by 88 percent or 7,000(from 8,000 to 15,000)
.
The number of 1970 American Indians should
be increased by 350 percent or 7,000
(from 2,000 to 9, 000). 21
If the college age (18-24 year old) is used as a base, rather
than the total population, the degree of underrepresentation
for each group would be higher.
Between 1968 and 1972, a marked increase in the
number of minority students (graduate and undergraduate) was
reported by member institutions of the National Association
of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges. Still only
12 percent of the total enrollment was represented by
minority groups . When examining undergraduate enrollment
only, 121 institutions report 257, 267 minority students out
of a total student body of over two million. Only 37 of the
21Fred E. Crossland, Minority Access to College
,
p. 20.
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TABLE I
ESTIMATES OF MINORITY ENROLLMENT 1970
TOTAL ENROLLMENT
. . .
*
BLACK
INDIAN
MEXICAN
PUERTO RICAN . ...
ALL OTHERS
Source: Fred E. Crossland, Minority Access to College
(New York: Schocken Books
,
19 70), p . 2 0
T
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predominantly white institutions report an enrollment of
more than 1,000 Black students. American Indians are the
only minority group having proportionate representation. 22
As indicated m Table II, minority groups in these institu-
tions are grossly underrepresented.
Recent studies indicated hopeful trends in college
attendance for minorities and the poor. Between 1965 and
1970, the number of 18 to 24 year old Blacks doubled,
reaching 7 percent of all students enrolled in 1970. 23
Active recruitment of Black students in four-year institu-
tions account for much of the increase. In that same
period the rate of college attendance for both Black and
white high school graduates was the same. Actually, the
major reason for this equality is not that the percentage
of Blacks going to college increased. Rather, the percentage
of whites dropped. Between 1972 and 1973, the percentage
of whites dropped from 54.1 to 49.4 percent.
By 1974 such hope appeared increasingly dim. A
drop in the number of Blacks enrolled in higher education
was reported by the American Council on Education. The
2 2Maryjane Miskel, "Minority Student Enrollment,"
College and University Bulletin 26 (November 1973): 3.
2 3
Fred E. Crossland, Minority Access to College
,
p. 32.
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TABLE II
MINORITY ENROLLMENT IN
STATE UNIVERSITIES AND LAND-GRANT COLLEGES 1972
TOTAL ENROLLMENT
BLACK
INDIAN
2,134,000 (100%)
. 132,000 (8.4%)
. . 9,490 (0.4%)
ORIENTAL 21,872 (1.0%)
SPANISH SPEAKING 41,455 (1.9%)
OTHER MINORITIES 4,926 (0.2%)
Source: Maryjane Miskel , "Minority Student Enrollment,"
College and University Bulletin 26
(November 1973) : 3^
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survey shows that the percentage of Blacks who enrolled as
freshmen dropped from a peak of 8.7 percent in the fall
1972 to 7.8 percent in 1973. Taking into account all
minority groups, the percentage dropped from 14.8 to 13.0
24percent. One of the biggest declines is in the public
four-year colleges, from 20.5 percent in 1972 to 14,4
percent in 1973. 25
Simultaneous to the decline in minority enrollment
# •
is a marked decrease in the number of low-income students
enrolled in college. In 1973, the percentage of students
from families earning $6,000 per year or less was down to
11 percent from 14.1 percent in 1970. In contrast, almost
30 percent of entering freshmen in 1973 report annual
parental incomes of $20,000 or more— an increase of more
2 fithan 7 percent from 1972. Speculation on the reasons for
the decrease focussed on the general inadequacy of student
aid for low-income students, national inflation and a
possible shift in student aid priorities. Thus, the nation's
24
p . 1.
Maryjane Miskel, "Minority Student Enrollment."
25,Gene I. Maeroff, "Minorities Drop in U.S. Colleges,"
New York Times
,
3 February 1974, p. 1.
26 Ibid.
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long standing policy of disproportionate representation of
minorities in the lower strata of socioeconomic categories,
for whatever the reasons, has become a self-perpetuating
prophesy of shortage in higher education.
Regardless of who is to blame, the fact is that
inequalities exist, in large part, with the advice and
consent of those most able to correct them. Institutions
of higher education are no exception. All segments of
higher education must share responsibility for preparing
minorities and the poor for higher education, and to equip
them with skills necessary for employment in a technological
society
.
What is needed is a vehicle which brings together
the lessons learned in a decade of research and implementa-
tion of programs aimed at expanding higher educational
opportunities for minorities and the poor. Change within
society can take place when persons, Black and white,
utilize known strategies in new and different ways. If
college administrators, faculty and staff are to overcome
unnecessary barriers for minorities and the poor, they must
seek ways to make all institutions more useful for them.
CHAPTER II
EMERGING PROBLEMS FOR URBAN COMMUNITY
COLLEGES IN THE 1970 's
If urban community colleges are to bear the brunt
of meeting the needs of poor and minority students, they
must confront the emerging problems of new students, shifting
population and service to urban communities. At least
four broad issues are crucial to the future role of urban
community colleges. Perhaps the most recent is the issue
of open admissions. A second concern is the shifting
population pattern within the inner-city. The third pro-
blem is concern for how urban community colleges can pro-
vide service to new populations in urban communities. The
fourth issue is the on-going task of educators to redirect
traditional roles and functions toward future needs. What-
ever the problems faced by individual community colleges,
it is essential that administrators, faculty and state
planners continue to seek new and different ways to provide
useful educational alternatives for the populations which
they serve.
Open Admissions: Some Implications for
Urban Community Colleges
26
In November 1969, the Board of Higher Education of
the City of New York amended the 1968 Master Plan which
called for open admissions in the City University of New
York (CUNY) by 1975. In addition to accelerating the Open
Admissions Program (OAP) to 1970, the amendment set down
the following broad guidelines:
Admission of all high school graduates
of the city to some university program;
Basic skills training and other supportive
services for all students requiring them;
Maintenance and enhancement of the standards
of academic excellence of the university's
colleges
;
Ethnic integration of the colleges;
Student mobility between various programs
and units of the university; and
Continued admission of all students who
would have been admitted to specific
community or service colleges under past
admissions criteria.
1
Thus, the City University of New York took a bold step
toward higher educational opportunity for minorities and
the poor.
The Board of Higher Education for the City of
New York, 1972 Master Plan of the Board of Higher Education
for the City University of New York (New York: Board of
Higher Education, 1972), p . 56^
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In the Fall of 1970 CUNY began a new policy of
open admissions. Under this program all graduates of New
York City high schools are guaranteed a place in the Univer-
sity, irrespective of high school average. The advent of
this policy did not, however, eliminate all competitive
principles in admissions. Students who graduate with an
average of at least 80 percent or who graduate in the top
half of their graduating class are guaranteed a place in
the senior four-year colleges. All others are allocated
to one of the two-year community colleges with automatic
transfer to senior colleges in their junior year.
Open admissions policies are not new in American
higher education. Ohio, Kansas, and most recently,
California have had similar policies for more than a
decade. In California, state supported junior colleges
are required by law to admit all of the state's high school
graduates
,
and some non graduates under certain circum-
stances. Programs to recruit minority and poor students
are both formal, prescribed by law, and informal through
faculty sponsored programs which encourage admission of
underrepresented groups.
At CUNY
}
open admission aroused national attention,
despite similar policies in other city and state educa-
tional systems. Unfounded fear and concern for "academic
28
standards" produced critics from within higher education
and from without. In 1970, then Vice President of the
United States Spiro T. Agnew raised the spector of "bargain
basement diplomas" and predicted that CUNY would be trans-
formed into a "four-year community college devoid of academic
distinction." 2 Several months later, a Washington Post
article by Rowland Evans and Robert Novak described CUNY's
open admissions program as "egalitarianism run wild." 3
These and other conservative elitist views point to the
major issue underlying most opposition to open admissions--
the preservation of existing hierarchical structures in
higher education.
State master plans calling for hierarchical arrange-
ment of institutions have become commonplace. Under such
plans, the "most able" students generally attend a few
selective colleges and universities, while the "least
able" students are allocated to the community colleges.
These arrangements, which evolved initially within the
private sector, have been adopted by some public systems
2Spiro T. Agnew, speech delivered at Des Moines,
Iowa, reprinted in College Board Review
,
75 (Spring, 1970).
3
Rowland Evans and Robert Noval, "The Wrecking of
a College," Washington Post
,
December 24, 1970.
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as a matter of policy. Amitai Etzioni made this perspective
explicit in a recent article: "If we can no longer keep
the floodgates closed at the admissions office, it at least
seems wise to channel the general flow toward two-year
extensions of high school in junior and community colleges." 4
At CUNY, open admissions became an explosive issue when
previously selective campuses, particularly City, Brooklyn,
Queens and Hunter, relaxed their admissions standards. Open
admissions is less of an issue when confined to the less
prestigious community colleges
. For community colleges
,
then, the real issue of open admissions is not who gets in,
but who gets in where.
Educators who support hierarchical arrangements
argue that such plans enhance the educational development
of the "least able" student. Typically, they contend that
it is both "humiliating" and "frustrating" for low achieving
students to attend the more selective institutions. To
defend selective admissions on the grounds that aptitude
tests and high school grades predict performance is to miss
a main goal of education--learning . Even if students learned
4Jerome Karabel, "Open Admissions: Toward Merito-
cracy or Democracy?" in On Learning and Change (New Rochelle,
New York: The Editors of Change, 1973), p. 87.
^Julian C. Stanley, "Predicting College Success of
the Educationally Disadvantaged," in Barriers to Higher
to Higher Education (New York: College Entrance and
Examination Board, 1970), pp. 58-74.
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absolutely nothing as a result of their college experiences,
these tests would have the same predictive validity. 6 The
sorting of students has a number of unfortunate side effects,
the most obvious being racial and socio-economic segregation.
It is on these grounds, if for no other, that the trend
toward uncritical acceptance of the hierarchical model must
be challenged by spokesmen for urban community colleges.
Urban community colleges are often labeled second
rate because they are perceived as the bottom of most
hierarchical models in higher education. Christopher Jencks
,
David Riesman and others argue that community colleges
gained popularity because they serve as "safety valves
releasing pressures that might otherwise disrupt the domi-
nant system. It contains these pressures and allows the
universities to go on their way without facing the conse-
quences of excluding the dull-witted majority." 7 Similarly,
other critics voice the fear that community colleges are
becoming the "slums of higher education."
gAlexander Astin, "Open Admissions and Programs for
the Disadvantaged" Science
,
1973 (September 1971): 24.
7Christopher Jencks and David Riesman, The Academic
Revolution (New York: Doubleday; Anchor Books
,
1969 ) , p . 488.
Q
Thomas B. Cocoran, "Community Colleges: The Coming
Slums of Higher Education?" in On Learning and Change (New
Rochelle, New York: The Edition of Change, 1973), p. 104.
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To the degree that traditional educators criticize
the efforts of community colleges, they add to the unnecessary
elitism of higher education. A more useful purpose would be
served m finding ways for all institutions of higher educa-
tion to share in the goals and commitments of community
colleges
.
As other states and municipalities expand their
higher educational facilities, the controversy surrounding
open admissions will become a dead issue.
.
Community
colleges, whether through open admissions or other plans,
will continue to serve ever increasing numbers of minority
and poor students. Then Vice-Chancellor for Academic
Affairs at CUNY, Timothy S. Healy is correct in his recent
reflection on open admissions:
The deepest changes wrought are, of
course upon City University itself
. . . the university must accept a
stance which makes it neither a devil
or a savior for its beleaguered city.
On the other hand it must acknowledge
that it does live and work for the
city--at least in part, and probably
a large part. Thus its social obliga-
tions cannot be sacrificed to the
gpolishing of its intellectual status.
9Timothy S. Healy, "The Case for Open Admissions:
New Problems—New Hopes," Change (Summer, 1973), p. 29.
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Urban community colleges, therefore, must move beyond the
defensive positions created by criticisms which focus purely
on those traditional concerns as retention, attrition and
grades, to a level where change and success
by those individual testimonies of hope and
are measured
self-renewal
.
Population Shifts: A Major Force Shaping theCharacter of Urban Community Colleges
Population shifts over the last decade are one of
the most immediate problems facing administrators of urban
community colleges. Perhaps the most dramatic shift has
been the migration of Southern Blacks from rural and econom-
ically depressed areas toward metropolitan areas located in
the North and the West. Between 1960 and 1970 a net gain
of a million and a half Blacks migrated from the South to
the North and West. The growth of Black populations in
New York and California accounted for 80 percent of this
migration. 10
Simultaneous with this migration has been the
concentration of the Black population in the central city,
entrenching the already established patterns of racial
separation. As Black populations increased in the central
cities
,
whites moved to suburban areas. The Black population
"^U.S. Department of Commerce and the Bureau of the
Census
,
The Social and Economic Status of Negroes in the
United States
,
1970 (Washington: G.P.O., 1971), p. HT!
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since 1960 has been concentrated in the central cities,
accounting for 3
. 2 million of the total increase of 3.8
million. In contrast, whites comprised the 1.3 million of
the total increase of 1.8 million in the suburbs. 11 The
1970 Census was the first census in which the white popula-
tion in the central cities had shown an actual decline.
New York City, for example, underwent a substantial
change in population between 1950 and 1965. More than 1.5
million middle income whites left the city, and took up
residence m Queens, Staten Island and the surrounding suburbs.
About 1.25 million Blacks and Puerto Ricans entered it.
The city's population dropped 1.4 percent, but the number of
school age children increased, mostly among Blacks and
Puerto Ricans. 12
Among the twenty largest cities in the United
States
,
the percentage of Blacks increased dramatically
over the last two decades. In Washington, D.C.
,
for example,
the percentage of Blacks increased from 35 percent to 69
percent between 1950 and 1967. In Baltimore it rose from
one-third to almost one-half; St. Louis from 30 to 40 per-
cent; Chicago and New York from 15 percent to 22 percent;
11
Ibid.
,
p . 12
.
12
U.S. Bureau of the Census as reported in the
New York Times
,
January 4, 1972.
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and Philadelphia from a fourth to a third of the population
.
13
By 1970, six central cities were over 50 percent Black, and
this number is expected to increase over the next decade
.
14
Recent studies point to the fact that modern
American society has become increasingly urbanized. In 1960,
about 96 million people lived in urbanized areas as opposed
to 118 million people ten years later. By 1975 over three-
fourths of all Americans will be living in urban areas. 15
Not only will the rate of growth compound .existing problems
in transportation, recreation, housing, alienation, crime
and land and water use, but new population will place new
educational and service demands on urban community colleges.
Beyond the Formal Curriculum: The
Community Service Dimension
Traditionally the idea of community service in
urban community colleges gave way to more formal academic
functions. Previous to the late 1960's the primary function
of community colleges was to fulfill lower division require-
ments for senior colleges. However, recent events have
13
U.S. Bureau of the Census and U.S. Department of
Labor
,
The Social and Economic Status of Negroes in the
United States, 1970
, p. 19.
14 T ,Ibid
.
,
p. 1.
15The Report of the Commission on Population Growth
and the Future of America, Population and the American
Future (Washington: G.P.O.
,
1972)
,
p. 697
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dispelled the notion of "junior" colleges in urban communities.
New populations, a renewed awareness of social values created
by the civil rights movement, and the increasing impact
of social critics on urban problems have brought into focus
the needs and concerns of urban residents. Further, some
urban educators realized that while admirable efforts have
been made for traditional students, poor and minority
students experienced little but frustration in attempting
to gam credit for prior learning or enroll in non-traditional
courses
.
If current trends in the population shifts continue,
a much larger percentage of urban dwellers will be young,
non-white low income persons who desire educational oppor-
tunities. For urban community colleges these needs require
more options and alternatives for education and service
to communities. Urban residents need a sense of hope.
Administrators and faculty can provide that hope through
positive programs, curriculum and community activities
which improve the quality of life in urban areas
.
Community services are not limited to the formal
curriculum. In general, community services are various
special services which an educational institution provides
for its community district. The possibilities of such
services are unlimited and include such functions as
36
lectures, forums, research and advisory assistance, recrea-
tional and cultural activities and a widespread use of
community college facilities by community residents .^ 6
Most services provide flexible, non-traditional alternatives
which broaden the base of higher education for urban resi-
dents
.
Ervin L. Harlacher, a major spokesman for community
services, describes seven major trends in community service
for the future:
Multiservice outreach programs which
extend the educational services of the
community college beyond the physical
campus, making education available toall parts and segments of the community.
Community education which will extend
adult education to serve the needs of
all adult age groups by offering a
variety of short courses, workshops,
and seminars as well as regular college
courses
.
Diversification of media to provide
better educational and recreational
outlets for the community.
Community development in which the
college utilizes its catalytic capa-
bilities to assist its community in
the solution of basic educational,
economic, political and social problems.
Cultural development in which the college
increases its concern for the cultural
growth of its community and state.
1
6
Leland Medsker, The Junior College: Progress
and Prospect (New York: McGraw-Hill, I960), p. 787
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Col leg e- c°mmunity interaction in which
college assumes the responsibilityfor cooperating with other community
agencies and organizations for mutualimprovement of the total community. 1?
A final trend recognizes that community colleges are not the
only educational agencies in the community. Therefore, the
college should seek to avoid duplicating services by en-
couraging and participating in cooperative efforts with
other community agencies.
Although most urban community colleges have not
yet reached their full potential for community partnerships,
the need for community service cannot be ignored as an
entity sharing equal importance with more formal academic
functions. A recent statement by the Board of Higher
Education for the City of New York is typical of this
concern:
During the decade of the 1970's the
City University plans to realize its
long-standing goal of community service
and adult education through structured
substantive programs which reflect the
needs and interests of the communities
in which individual colleges are located,
especially the community colleges.
Ervin L. Harlacher, The Community Dimension of
the Community College (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall, 1969), pp. 70-107.
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In assigning a high priority to this
activity, the University will assistt2\ C5 lleges through the allocationoi budgetary support, program develop-
ment expertise, and procurement of
rental and special purpose facilities
.
By 1973, catalogues and descriptive literature of all the
CUNY community colleges reported some form of community
services
.
Urban community colleges have the potential ability
to focus on problems of the community and to serve minorities
and the poor effectively. In fact, the major responsibility
in higher education for these and other related tasks rests
squarely on most urban community colleges. Yet for many
colleges, community service has been slow to emerge. Much
of the problem lies in the degree to which faculty support
and accept educational change and innovation.
Frequently
,
the attitudes of boards of trustees
,
college administrators and faculty reflect a basic misunder-
standing of the multipurposed function of urban community
colleges. Community services are regarded as amplifications
of traditional functions and lodged under existing divisions.
Thus additional responsibilities are placed on administrators
1
8
Board of Higher Education of the City of New
^ork, 1972 Master Plan of the Board of Higher Education
for the City University of New York
,
p. 34.
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who, often of necessity, are chiefly concerned with their
primary responsibilities. In many institutions, community
service is not recognized as a function at all.
Many community college presidents and faculty members
place a low priority on concern for social issues and
community problems. A recent study by the American Associa-
tion of Junior Colleges reports that although community
college presidents and faculty agree on the importance of
'meeting the higher educational needs of disadvantaged
youth from local areas" 19 service to communities is less
important. It appears that community service is more readily
acceptable to college personnel when perceived within the
context of more traditional goals and objectives. Therefore,
a need exists to orient some administrators and faculty,
and renew hope for others
,
to the concept that without
community services, the college is not a community college.
A lack of financial resources is a common problem
for community service programs. In many community colleges
the implementation of new programs and the survival of
others rests on the discretionary decisions of administra-
tors, and their ability to organize available resources.
David S. Bushnell, Organizing for Change: New
Priorities for Community (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1973),
pp. 45-65.
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Restrictions on the use of funds or inflexible guidelines
often make imaginative planning for programs virtually
impossible. Since most state aid apportionments are based
upon enrollments or average daily attendance, any help
from this source, as presently structured, forces a struc-
tured format for community service that is unsuitable for
many of its purposes
.
20
A few states, such as California,
Maryland, Florida and Illinois, do have legislation pro-
viding state support for community service programs of a
non credit nature, but the majority of states do not . 21
Inclusion of the community service function in
federal programs for community development and human resource
training makes some federal funds available. Title I of
the Higher Education Act of 1965 had a profound effect on
the establishment of imaginative community service programs.
Where substantial funding is available, successful on-going
programs have emerged.
New York City Community College, for example,
offered two special manpower training programs aimed at
helping poverty area residents to become self-sustaining.
Established in 1966, both programs were based on the premise
that persons should be trained for jobs which do exist.
^Harlacher
Community College
,
^Bushnell
,
»
The Community Dimension of the
p. 64
.
Organizing for Change
,
p. 94.
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The largest program, 240 participants, was developed at the
request of the Two Bridges Neighborhood Council, a community
action organization of Manhattan's lower east side, and the
South Brooklyn Progress Center, an agency of the Human
Resources Administration.
The purpose of the program was to provide short
intensive training to equip participants with requisite
skills for immediate placement as key punch operators. A
significant function of the program was placement counseling,
and on the job follow up of the participants. Upon com-
pletion, most participants either entered full-time employ-
ment related to the skills developed, or chose to enroll
m the college as full-time students. Through the community
service function, options for employment and further educa-
tion were provided for community residents.
To date, the impact of federal funding has been
inadequate when measured against the need. Most urban
community colleges have yet to benefit from any kind of
funding. For the vast majority, community service efforts
operate on a pay-as-you-go basis covered by fees charged
to participants. Success or failure of these programs is
often determined by their profit potential. Future finan-
cial planning for community service, then, should include
mechanisms for flexible and alternative funding patterns
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which reflect a recognition of such services as a major
legitimate function of urban community colleges.
Urban community colleges, through effective community
programs
,
can accommodate the educational needs of
inner-city residents. Urban community colleges appear to
be suited to respond to and involve other institutions and
agencies which seek solutions to some problems in urban
communities. No matter how successful or unsuccessful
community service programs are, and despit.e negative cri-
ticisms by traditional faculty members, administrators,
conservative tax-payers and others, service to communities
will continue as a crucial function for all institutions
of higher education. Community service programs are a
logical vehicle for joining the college to the life of the
college district or service area. 22
Toward A Definition: A Search
for Identity
The problem of identity for community college lies,
in part, in three major areas of its development. Histori-
cally, the roles and functions of community colleges were
the result of elitist ideas advocated by traditional educa-
tors. The second, and most recent view of community colleges,
22Harlacher, The Community Dimension of the
Community College
, p. 107.
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ascribes to them the major role of providing higher educa-
tional opportunity for diverse populations. Finally,
Since their goals and objectives closely resemble those of
secondary schools, many roles and functions are shaped by
the local authority and leadership of school superintendents.
At the turn of the century, such university leaders
as W.W.Fowell of Minnesota, Henry P. Tappan of Michigan and
William Rainey Harper of Chicago supported the creation of
lower division institutions. 23 Strongly
.influenced by the
German university system of higher education, which
separated the early preparatory colleges from the later,
more rigorous years, these educators sought to free American
universities for the primary function of advancing know-
ledge and providing graduate education. At the same time,
they sought to increase opportunities beyond high school.
Further, these men advocated the "bifurcated univ-
ersity"-^ university in which the work of the freshman
and sophomore years is performed by the secondary schools,
and the university begins its work in the junior year.
Their curriculum pedagogy was patterned after university
lower division programs. The plan envisioned the transfer
2 3Charles Monroe, Profile of the Community College :
A Handbook (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass
,
Inc. ,1972)
,
ppT 7-8.
24 .William Rainey Harper, The Prospects of the
Small College (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1900),
pp. 34-37.
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of the "most able" junior college students to the univer-
sities. Thus, the idea of a junior college emerged.
Twice within a decade presidential commissions
pointed to the potential role of the community college in
American higher education. The Truman Commission of 1947
estimated that at least 49 percent of the population could
complete 14 years of schooling with a curriculum that should
lead either to a gainful employment or further study.
Recognizing two-year colleges as a vehicle for educational
opportunity, the Commission recommended that their numbers
be increased and their activities multiplied.
Less than ten years later the Committee on Education
Beyond the High School cited the two-year college as "one
of the most notable developments in post high school educa-
tion in the twentieth century America." 25 In its Second
Report to the President
, the Committee reaffirmed the neces-
sity for community colleges to establish a role and an
identity of their own.
Finally, much of the identity problem lies in the
close alignment of the traditional goals of community colleges
with those of American public school systems. Community
colleges seek to provide universal opportunity for free or
low cost education for persons regardless of social class,
25
The President's Committee on Education Beyond
the High School, Second Report to the President (Washington;
G.P.O.
,
1957)
.
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ncome or racial background. For many community colleges,
many policy decisions and fiscal control are under the
jurisdiction of local school superintendents. Further, a
goal of many community colleges is to provide a relevant
curriculum designed to meet the broadest range of students
as well as meet individual needs.
Traditionally, much attention has been focussed on
the roles of the community college within higher education.
Until the 1950' s, for example, community college literature,
conferences, and meetings have looked at the question:
what is the community college? Community colleges were
generally associated with secondary education. It appeared
that community colleges should bridge the gap between
high schools and senior colleges without clearly establishing
an identity of their own. Although one standard defini-
Tion for all community colleges cannot be reached, similari-
ties exist which may serve as clues in the search for
identity.
By the late 1960 's most catalogues of urban com-
munity colleges cited one or more of the following criteria
as necessary in defining themselves: public, non-selective
,
two-year comprehensive colleges, charging little or no
tuition and located in densely populated inner-city areas.
Following these stated criteria a normative description
of urban community colleges can be derived from a set of
46
conditional assumptions about their organizational character
They will absorb an increasingly largesegment of the college-bound population
particular;
^ minority Populations in
Entering students will represent a wide
range of interests, abilities and back-grounds
;
Financial barriers will be minimized forits students;
They have been and will continue to be
comprehensive; and
They should relate to the surrounding
community.
While little in the history of urban community colleges
has prepared them for these roles they can build on past
trends to provide more useful educational programs for
minorities and the poor.
Five major functions are cited as the kinds of
related services defined for community colleges:
The transfer function which provides
preparation for upper division study
at a four-year college or university.
The occupational function which prepares
students for direct employment, or for
retraining and upgrading in allied
occupations
.
The guidance and counseling function
which among its other features . seeks
to identify the occupational and pro-
fessional goals of culturally different
students, and to design the kind of
academic program and work experience
that will most effectively help them
toward these goals.
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and urban renewal. 26
Each function, when redirected toward more useful purposes
for students in urban environments, can provide a basis
for finding new identities. The transfer function, for
example, is more useful when occupational students as well
as liberal arts students have options for further education.
For older students, evening programs are useful if academic
credits can be earned through a combination of coursework
and on the job experience. In the final analysis, finding
identity requires a closer examination by students, faculty,
administrators and community residents of some unique
functions performed by individual urban community colleges.
2 6
For evidence see Leland Medsker, The Junior College:
Progress and Prospect (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1960); C.G.
Blocker et al
,
The Two-Year College: A Social Synthesis
(Englewood Cliffs! Prentice-Hall, 1965); J.W. Thornton, The
Community Junior College (New York: John Wiley 6 Sons, 1966):
and Charles Monroe, Profile of the Community College (San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass, Inc., 1972).
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Project Search, for example, is a successful compre-
hensive educational counseling service provided by the Cuy-
ahoga Community College for residents of the Hough District
of Cleveland, Ohio. 27 The Hough District, with a Black
population of 88.
S
percent, houses approximately 28,000 per-
sons per square mile. The basic objectives of the counseling
service is to train, finance, place and psychologically
support urban residents in all educational environments--
public and private schools, senior and junior colleges and
special training institutes--which lead to gainful employ-
ment. Initially, Search recruited more than 1100 Hough
residents, most of whom were Black, poor adults, who lacked
skills for employment or high school diplomas.
Project Search has been evaluated largely on the
basis of student persistence and achievement in training
programs over several years. By 1970, approximately 96
percent of all Search students were enrolled in senior
private or public colleges, 54 percent were employed by the
Cleveland Board of Education and 91 percent were enrolled
in community or propietary schools.
27 Cuyahoga Community College, "Project Search:
A Proposal to Establish a Comprehensive Educational Counseling
Service in the Hough Area of Cleveland, Ohio," (Cleveland:
Metropolitan Campus, 1966).
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Cuyahoga Community College made those decisions
necessary to free the college from dysfunctional roles and
to provide useful and relevant service to the community
district. Students, faculty, administration and community
residents re-examined such factors as location, population
served, available staff and financial resources, and redirected
the functions of the entire college. The result created new
identities, aims, and organizational environments quite
unlike the conventional college. Cuyahoga Community College
is not unique. Most urban community colleges have similar
potential to change; some will actualize their potential,
others will not.
The courage to be different requires making diffi-
cult, often risky decisions. To achieve effective planning
in urban community colleges, administrators, faculty, stu-
dents and community residents need not only more knowledge
of how things might be better, but also a commitment to do
differently. If the educational, social and economic
needs of students and community districts are to be met,
marginal changes will not be sufficient.
One task of urban community colleges, then, is to
exploit fully those traditional functions which are useful.
While previous roles, functions and historic tradition can
serve as a guide, it is essential that administrators and
faculties adapt open admission programs, instructional
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content, and community services to the needs of urban resi-
dents. The true urban community college is an institution
that has changed from an isolated entity to one seeking full
partnership with its community district or service area-
young and old, members of professions, college graduates
and the relatively unskilled.
CHAPTER III
TOWARD NEW DESIGNS FOR URBAN COMMUNITY COLLECFSA CASE STUDY OF THREE PROGRAMS
Autonomous and independent institutions can combine
to result in effective workable designs for urban community
colleges. Cooperation between local businesses, industries,
community agencies, and institutions of higher education is
essential for initiating effective education and training
efforts. While such arrangements offer no' panacea or best
plan for meeting the needs of urban residents, they do
suggest positive and useful directions toward future roles,
and offer exciting possibilities for ongoing commitments to
social change. Administrators and faculty, when fully
committed to poor and minority students, offer hope for
developing programs which expand educational and employment
opportunities
.
As urban community colleges seek to become an effective
part of higher education, they should attempt to apply key
lessons of successful programs within the context of their
own institutions. The Wyandanch College Center, the
University of Massachusetts--Malcolm X College Urban Education
Teacher Education Program and the State University Urban
Center in Brooklyn are three cooperative designs which
facilitate effective learning for urban residents. Each
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program demonstrates that new designs can and do exist side
by side with other major functions of urban community
colleges
.
The Wyandanch College Center (WCC):
Where Everybody Learns"
The village of Wyandanch is in the suburbs, but
decidedly not of the suburbs. Located in Western Suffolk
County in Long Island, New York, Wyandanch is one of many
changing suburban communities. In 1950, middle class
Blacks, primarily Korean War veterans attracted by the
interracial housing" advertised in the Amsterdam News, a
Black weekly published in New York City, migrated from
Harlem, Bedford Stuyvesant, Brooklyn and Queens to Wyandanch.
Houses ranged from $7,000 to $10,000 purchasable with a down
payment of $100.00 to $600.00. One of the first Blacks to
settle was Bob Washington, who remembers Black veterans
coming to Wyandanch with the "same ambitions of white veterans
who moved to the suburbs." Between 1960 and 1968, Wyandanch
became predominantly Black. By 1970, Blacks comprised more
than 60 percent of the population of 15,716.
Similar to many patterns of change in larger urban
communities, Wyandanch shows the effects of white racism,
^Les Payne, "Growing up in Black Long Island," Long
Island Magazine
,
June 25, 1972, p. 6.
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economic isolation and flight by middle class Blacks and
whites. Most of the "new" population is poor. The median
family income is $1,332 less than the median family income
for all of Suffolk County. Most families earn wages below
poverty levels, and almost 15 percent of the families
receive public assistance. 2 In 1970, the Suffolk County
Department of Social Services reported that Wyandanch had
the sixth largest number of welfare recipients in the county.
Finally, approximately 4.2 percent of the work force is
unemployed
.
Economic inequalities usually associated with urban
communities are a reality in Wyandanch. Like most Long
Island villages, Wyandanch has community control of its
schools. Community control, however, is more of a burden
than a political reality. The school district is one of the
poorest on Long Island. The community's real estate valuation
is one of the lowest
. Ironically
,
Wyandanch property owners
have to pay a school tax rate that is one of the highest on
Long Island if their schools are to continue. Consequently,
most residents rent homes or homeowners rent spaces for
U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census Population, 1970,
Vo1 * !» Characteristics of the Population
,
Part 34, New York.
3
The New York Times
,
May 14, 1972.
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additional families in one family dwellings. Wyandanch
has the second most crowded housing conditions on Long Island.
Wyandanch' s public schools are often criticized as
being inferior to other suburban area schools. Horror stories
about the atmosphere, learning styles, and attitudes of the
high school students are common in Long Island newspapers.
Much of the criticism is based on assumptions stemming from
the socioeconomic characteristics of the Wyandanch students.
The high school, for example, has a student body which is 96
percent Black. About 60 percent of the students in the
district are from foster homes or from families receiving
public assistance. Some residents have expressed concern
that the schools were becoming a "dumping ground" for the
welfare department.
The Black community of Wyandanch refused to allow
grim forecasts of educational, social and economic failure to
dampen hope. Encouraged by Black pride and self-determination
concerned residents expressed a desire to establish a two-year
community college. They envisioned two basic objectives for
the college--to train teachers who were sensitive to and
could meet the special needs of their children; and to provide
opportunity for access to higher education for Wyandanch youth
^Les Payne, "Growing up in Black Long Island," p. 10.
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Richard "Pop" Robinson, a Black 54 year old retired
career Naval officer, and a community activist with a back-
ground in Educational Psychology, was asked to represent the
community in its efforts to establish a community college.
He recalls that "implementing the original idea was virtually
impossible; but he spent his first six months "researching
the community" by walking the streets of Wyandanch. He
sought input from all levels of leadership: professional,
unskilled, high school students, grass-roots leaders and
others .
^
In July 1969, the Wyandanch College Center opened its
doors to 230 students. The college is located in the
Wyandanch Junior-Senior High School. The initial funding was
provided by an Educational Grant of $140,000 from the New
York State Education Department. Under New York State
education law, the primary objective of the college is to
provide a broad range of services to young people who,
because of educational and economic circumstances
,
would
otherwise be unable to attend postsecondary educational
institutions according to traditional admissions requirements."^
5 Interview with Mr. Richard Robinson, founder and
former director of the Wyandanch College Center, Wyandanch,
New York, December, 1973. The writer is indebted to him for
his assistance in obtaining much of the information presented
in this section.
g
The New York State Education Department, An Evaluation
of the New York State Higher Education Opportunity Programs
TAlbany: June, 1970 ) , pp. 1-5.
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Further, the legislation provides funds for a broad range of
services for students. These services include screening
students for college enrollment, personal and academic
counseling, instructional services, financial assistance
and partial tuition. 7
The WCC is organized within a consortium of six public
and private Long Island colleges and universities
—The State
University College at Old Westbury (the original institution
responsible for fiscal management), Suffolk Community College,
AST Institute at Farmingdale, The State University of New
York at Stony Brook (the original credit granting institution),
Dowling College and Hofstra University—working in cooperation
with the Wyandanch school system. The consortium makes it
possible to share both physical and human resources. The
cooperating institutions provide talent for program planning,
curriculum development by a consortium curriculum committee
(which includes community residents), assistance in the
funding process, recruitment of staff and students, and staff
on a part time basis . For WCC students
,
transfer privileges
are granted with advanced standing at all cooperating
institutions. At present, all 18 of Long Island's private
and public colleges participate in the consortium.
7
Ibid
. , p . 3 .
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One key to the success of WCC is the diversity,
motivation, quality and character of its students. Although
most students are older than usual college age students,
poor, predominantely Black and educationally and economically
"disadvantaged", they are not homogeneous. Students, whether
"advantaged" or "disadvantaged", are individuals. The
following brief case histories of WCC students are real cases
They are included here to emphasize the diversity among WCC
students.
Rose is a 39 year old Black woman. She is divorced
and has custody of her five young children. Her total family
income was less than $5,000 per year, all of which she earned
as a teacher aide in a local community-based program. Rose
refused to accept public assistance on the grounds that she
wanted to control her own destiny. Her career was to become
a professional in some aspect of human services. After
completing one year at WCC she transferred as a sophomore to
a cooperating institution. She later graduated with a B+
average. Rose is now a graduate student in the School of
Social Work at SUNY at Stony Brook.
Bob is 51 years old. He has been a student and both
mother and father to six children since the death of his wife
in 1967. Prior to entering WCC, Bob was a journeyman drafter
in the aircraft industry in the state of Washington. Due to
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cutbacks in government defense contracts he was layed off.
He then moved his entire family to New York in search of
employment in his field. Such employment, however, was not
to be found. Later, he applied for and received public
assistance. For two years his family survived on less than
$6,000 per year. In addition, Bob worked on odd jobs such as
a cook and night watchman. Through the flexibility of courses
offered at WCC
,
he was able to continue his education while
for his family
. He later transferred and earned a
Bachelor of Science degree in Industrial Arts Education.
Solomon is 25 years old. He was married as a teenager,
which placed heavy responsibilities on him at a very young
age. He had previously attended a Southwestern college on
an athletic scholarship, but was later dropped when he
sustained an injury. Upon returning home from college, he and
his wife were separated. He made many unsuccessful attempts
to find work, and later went to WCC for job placement
counseling. Counselors encouraged Solomon to enroll, and he
was subsequently hired as a peer-counselor. He found the
experience rewarding. After two years at WCC he transferred
to an accounting program at another college. In his junior
year he decided to withdraw from college. However, Solomon
has little doubt that he will return to complete his degree.
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Dee is 27 years old. She is one of 11 children, and
the mother of a small child. Her grant from public assistance
was less than 52,000 per year. Upon graduation from high
school in Florida, she moved to New York seeking some kind
of employment. Having little self-confidence and severe
deficiencies in basic skills such as reading and writing, she
was unable to obtain any employment other than domestic work.
Dee later entered the Work Incentive Program (WIN) sponsored
by the Department of Social Services, but the training that
she received did not include job placement. In 1969, she
entered WCC and enrolled in non-credit basic skills courses
m English, reading and writing. Dee was able to increase
her self-confidence as well as her basic skills. She later
transferred to a teacher education program. By 1972, Dee had
Pa-r’"tic ip3."ted as a consultant to prospective teachers in a
large New York school district.
^
At WCC, student-centered learning is a major focal
point for all learning experiences. According to Richard
Robinson, student-centered learning:
8 On-site interviews with students from WCC conducted
October-December
,
1973 are the primary source from which the
case histories were derived. The writer is indebted to
Mr. Fred Oster for his assistance in arranging the interviews,
and to those students who participated.
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nS "ith a strong ego in class.First students must be freed-up to expressthemselves and to understand and believethat any acquired knowledge is relevant
valuable and should be shared. Secondly,
students should realize that his or herbrain is just as good as any teacher’s.^
Faculty and counseling staff are not only concerned with
grades and academic performance, but equally concerned with
the development of students’ self-confidence. Grades, for
example, are given in one to one conferences between teacher
and student. These conferences include discussions of
academic progress, maturity, personal potential and human
development. In addition, students evaluate their teachers.
For staff and students, status stops at the front door.
Everyone is a student at WCC.
Five full time persons comprise the administrative
leadership of WCC. Included in the five are three para-
professionals who serve as the registrar and director of
admissions. In addition, there are 26 faculty members or a
1 to 15 faculty-student ratio. Most faculty are graduate
students or part time faculty from cooperating institutions.
Faculty are usually supported and assisted by one tutor.
Counseling includes a number of professional volunteers as
well as peer-counselors and the Center has two reading
specialists. The staff is multi-cultural and multi-racial.
Q
Interviews with Richard Robinson, Wyandanch College
Center, Wyandanch, New York, December, 1973. The tape is in
the possession of the author.
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The staff reflects
-Lect the team approach leadership style
„
y biiia m
premise that a team makes a perfect individual. Put
another way, one person's weakness may he another's strength.
Leadership is flexible. Depending on the situation, anyone
may find that his or her expertise and skills are most useful
to meet the task at hand. One reading specialist, for
example, is a former teacher of reading from a local high
school. He had a number of innovative ideas for designing
a reading program, but his school district did not provide
the kind of flexibility needed to implement his ideas.
Initially, he volunteered his services to WCC on a part time
basis. The team saw a need for his expertise and he was later
hired. Presently, WCC has one of the most effective reading
laboratories on Long Island. Not only are services provided
to WCC students, but to high school and junior high school
students, and to other local colleges and universities.
Teaching is viewed as a group process. WCC staff and
students seek teachers who can relate to the program, but
more important they seek teachers who can help people learn.
Since the staff believes that teachers should be learners,
most WCC faculty are accustomed to the give and take of the
classroom environment. Each teacher is a "task master", his
or her task being to clearly communicate subject matter to the
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"task-oriented groups" (classes). The support provided by
the group process enables teachers to openly admit his or
her mistakes. The task of the group (students and tutors),
then, is to assist the teacher in teaching. By utilizing
this kind of peer-group interaction, learning is both useful
and enjoyable.
Reality based courses and a diversified curriculum
characterize the academic program at WCC. A typical semester
is 15 weeks in length. About 18 college level courses are
offered ranging from United States History to Welfare Law and
from Physics to African Dance. Classes are offered in the
evening, but subject matter is not confined to the environs
of the Center. For WCC students, the community is a learning
laboratory. One political science class, for example,
initiated a project which led to the repair of all access
roads to the village of Wyandanch. Because students have a
voice in the planning of courses, participation is maximized.
Over a four year period, student attrition was less than 30
percent
.
Funding for WCC is initiated through the Educational
Opportunity Program (EOP) under the New York State Legislature.
In general, the College has received satisfactory funding
levels. However, a major problem lies in the cumbersome
administrative procedures necessary to secure funding.
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Frequently, funding agencies stifle innovative and
administrative procedures. Lengthy annual proposals, the
slow process of payment, and periodic changes in evaluation
procedures lead a long list of problems for WCC and other
innovative programs.
Recent developments set forth in the State University
Master Plan appear to point the way to needed innovation on
the state level. Effective September 1973
,
all college centers
and urban centers sponsored by SUNY merged 'to form Educational
Opportunity Centers (EOC). The EOC's are arranged on a
regional basis. In addition to decentralizing SUNY’s
administrative functions, the merger is an attempt to re-
structure and reorganize the variety of administrative models
of individual programs. Hopefully, the red tape of the larger
bureaucracy will be effectively minimized as EOC's become
more accessible to individual program directors and staff.
The WCC demonstrates that cooperative efforts can
provide an effective learning environment for the poor and
minorities. Institutions of higher education, when fully
committed to change, provide meaningful opportunities for
all students. In urban community colleges, faculties,
students, staff, and community supporters must develop
relationships that build a sense of individual identity as
members of purposeful institutions and communities. A
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continuous effort to build on the best rather than the worst
of past roles and functions
environments. By creating
through purposeful actions
students, and administrator
effective institutions.
,
can create new organizational
a sense of hope for the future
in the present, faculties, staffs
s go a long way toward more
*
A Partnership Between the University
°£ Massachusetts , School of Education and
Malcolm X College in Chicago, Illinois:
Sensitive, Competent Teachers for Urban Schools"
Chicago s West Side is an urban community considered
by many standards to be the most depressed section of poverty
in the city. For more than one million Black residents of
this area, the median family income per year is approximately
$3,000. At least 25 percent of the residents receive public
assistance at any one time, and 35 percent of the housing,
which usually rents much higher for Blacks than whites, is
substandard. Infant mortality and tuberculosis rates are
among the highest in the metropolitan area, and the incidence
of juvenile delinquency is twice that of all Chicago. 10
Chronic unemployment and low educational attainment
have long characterized the city of Chicago in general, and
10 Ernest G. Palola and Arthur Oswald, Urban Multi-Unit
Community Colleges : Adaptation for the ' 7 0's (Berkeley:
Center for Research and Development in Higher Education, 1972),
p . 8 2.
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the West Side in particular. In 1969 the unemployment rate
among out of school youths increased from 28 percent to 41
percent for all of Chicago. Comparatively, unemployment
on the West Side was two-and-one-half times the rate for the
entire City. During that same time period, approximately 63
percent of the workers of the West Side, 18 years of age and
older, had less than four years of high school, compared
nationally with 38 percent for all workers and 57 percent for
Black workers.
Chicago's educational system functions to the continual
disadvantage of inner-city children. In 1963 for example,
only 40 percent of pupils entering first grade were considered
ready to begin formal reading instruction. The average 6th
grade pupil was reading at one half year below grade level.
Between 1965 and 1970 the students' basic skills development
had deteriorated further. Recently, the Chicago Board of
Education reported that there was a 12 percent reduction in
the number of inner-city pupils ready to begin first grade.
Sixth grade pupils in the inner-city were reading one full
12grade level lower than in 1963.
11
Ibid_.
,
p. 83 .
12 0ffice of the Dean of Special/Off-Campus Programs,
"A Proposal to Establish a Baccalaureate Program at Malcolm
X College," (University of Massachusetts, Amherst,
Massachusetts, 1972), p. 13.
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The vicious cycle of poverty, low educational
attainment and chronic unemployment have dampened the hopes
of Blacks in Chicago for entering higher education. Recent
figures show that fewer than 4,000 of Chicago's Black residents
attend college on a full time basis. Fewer than 10,000 are
attending college at all. Furthermore, many who do graduate
from high school are admitted to Chicago's city colleges
ill-prepared for college work. 13 Thus, a need existed for
a vehicle which would have a continual positive impact on
“the minorities and the poor of Chicago.
In 1969, Dr. Charles Hurst, the first Black chief
administrator in the City College of Chicago system, was
inaugurated president of Crane City College--one of seven
community colleges in the city. Hurst, a high school drop-
out who was a husband and father at 15, was once a boxer,
ditch digger, janitor and crane operator. He later worked
his way through Detroit's Wayne State University and went
on to get his Ph.D. in audiology. ^ From many viewpoints,
his leadership was bold and controversial. After an eight
month battle with the Chicago Board of City Colleges, for
13 Ernest G. Palola and Arthur G. Oswald, Urban Multi-
Unit Community Colleges
,
p. 83.
14
"Intellectual Black Power," Time Magazine,
August 16, 1972, pp. 51-52.
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example, he had the school renamed to Malcolm X College and
the location changed to Chicago's newest $26 million West Side
facility. By 1971, with an enrollment of 6,000 students,
Malcolm X College was one of the largest Black undergraduate
colleges in the United States.
Much of the success of Malcolm X College lies in the
progress of innovative educational programming. Initially,
the college staff set upon the goal of "total accountability"—
an idea which embodies full scale reciprocity between the
institution and the needs of the West Side community. The
staff sees the community ultimately as the college. By
adjusting higher education to the needs of community residents
rather than trying to adjust students to the curriculum, the
college is one successful prototype for total urban education.
The college is not viewed by administrators and faculty as
simply another urban community college with some effective
programs for low-income students. Rather, the college has
been directed toward becoming a totally redesigned insitution
organized as a massive community service.
The Inter-Institutional Unit is a significant feature
of the college's integrated and coordinated service effort.
This unit will extend outward to other universities and
agencies for the development, implementation, maintenance and
coordination of educational opportunities and cooperative
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efforts. The unit is involved at many levels of academic
study and undergraduate education as seen within the context
of the community. A growing number of courses and programs
provide either for transfer to senior institutions or for
occupational preparation in modern technological fields such
as allied health, business-secretarial and engineering.
Further, the unit provides learning alternatives and
approaches designed to meet the different needs of the widest
range of community residents. The Street Academy, Learning
Skills Center, Community Tutorial Project and the Prison
Annex Program are among the broad range of services provided
by the unit.
A commitment to combat institutional racism has been
stated as a priority by the School of Education of the
University of Massachusetts—Amherst. The School of
Education developed a noteworthy relationship with minorities
and problems of the inner-city through its Center for Urban
15Education. Besides playing a major role in the School's
general scope of activities
,
CUE has provided leadership and
direction for programs aimed at meeting the needs of inner-
city residents. Based on experiences with school systems
15Dennis H. Tyler, "Educational Renewal through Teacher
Training for a Diverse Urban School Population," (Ed.D.
dissertation, The University of Massachusetts, 1973), p. 58.
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nationwide, the Center has reached the conclusion that
essential reform in inner-city education is most successful
when it arises out of the specific needsof individual learners in a community;
when the design and implementation of newprograms are carried out with the fullparticipation of all community groups;
when the relationship of institutions ofhigher education and the school system isgoverned by the desires and needs of the
school system;
when innovations in a school system ’are
accompanied by system-controlled pre-
service and in-service training programs
which permit continuous change;
when goals and curricula are "reality based"
and therefore reflect the skills and know-ledge required for life outside the narrow
confines of the classroom;
when there is a cultivation of the "hope
factor", an orientation that rejects the
debilitating process of examining school
failures and instead stresses the honest,,
conviction that all schools can improve
.
A major component in the Center’s activities is
involvement in urban teacher education training and research.
The University of Massachusetts, School of Education Career
Opportunities Program located in Springfield and Worcester,
Massachusetts and Brooklyn, New York, are designed to train
paraprofessionals for teaching careers in urban schools. In
1
6
Office of the Dean of Off Campus Special Programs,
"A Proposal to Establish a Baccalaureate Degree Program at
Malcolm X College," p. 13.
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addition, these programs offer realistic experiences for
faculty, staff and students from the School of Education as
well as the entire University community. COP and other
reality-based programs represents a continued commitment by
the School of Education to positive change in urban communities
In addition to varied geographical activities, the
School of Education developed a variety of structures and
innovations for its own educational renewal. Flexible
scheduling, the abolishment of traditional. departments
,
pass/fail grading, modular credits, new approaches to graduate
study and reality-based curricula are among the unique
features. A student body, faculty and administrative staff
which is multi-cultural and multi-racial reflects the School's
commitment to diversity in higher education, and emphasizes
its concern for better educational opportunities for those
persons needing or desiring it.
The University of Massachusetts and Malcolm X College
were uniquely qualified to develop an alternative model for
inner-city education. The University of Massachusetts brought:
High standing credibility within the traditional
academic community and characteristics which
provided legitimacy and considerable insight on
how innovative inner-city programs compared with
other experiences of similar efforts;
The experience derived from cooperative efforts
with other institutions;
The ability to confer Baccalaureate degrees;
degreest
ity inSUre compatibility between
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A commitment to discover new ways to producemore effective teachers and enhance the learn-ing environment of culturally-different persons;
A history of innovative efforts in education; and
Staff from varying backgrounds who are committedto quality education.
Malcolm X College contributed:
The uniqueness of an institution which has
stressed Black excellence, quality education
and community service since its inception;
The highest regard within the community, and
the esteem and support of community leaders;
A staff and administrative structure which are
accustomed to innovation and change;
A student body that was adequately prepared and
eager for positive educational and community
change
;
An institution with an abundance of educational
resources and facilities . 17
The partnership established an Urban Education Teacher
Preparation Program at the Malcolm X College campus. The
program provides teacher training, a bachelor's degree in
education and teacher certification for its participants.
Based almost entirely on the Center for Urban Education
Teacher Education Program at the University of Massachusetts,
the program combines teaching and living in an inner-city
17
Ibid
. , pp . 8-9
.
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community. The rationale for the program is based on three
assumptions: (1) that urban school children have special
needs that can be better served by experienced teachers with
a native knowledge and interest in the urban community; (2)
that poverty and discrimination are part of the complex urban
problem, and a partial solution to this problem is the
provision for meaningful training and professional opportunity
for inner-city residents within their own community; (3) that
a school of education committed to real change, such as the
University of Massachusetts, can help bring about that
change by jointly participating with outside communities and
other institutions to provide innovative solutions to
1 o
educational problems.
A major goal of the program is to produce competent
teachers who have staying power in urban schools. By combining
the concepts and skills of learning theory with their practical
applications, the program seeks to develop teachers who can
become reform strategists in the schools and communities in
which they teach and live. More specifically, the program
seeks not only to equip its participants with necessary
teaching credentials, but to "encourage and further develop
the students’ native knowledge of the urban environment and
1 O
Cleo C. Abraham, "Training Urban Teachers in Off-
Campus Special Programs," (University of Massachusetts,
Amherst, 1974), p. 3.
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of the special needs of the urban child". 19 Courses,
internships and methods are tailored to meet the specific
needs of Malcolm X students and their community.
The partnership recognizes the value of students’
experiences at Malcolm X College. The practical experience
supplements academic course work and provides the opportunity
for credit for prior learning. Although most participants
have earned an Associate Arts Degree or up to 75 credit hours,
the experience at Malcolm X College provides more than an
academic prerequisite for participation in UETEP. More
important is the realistic urban educational experience, and
exposure to innovative educational methods which form the
basis for the continuation of training at the University of
Massachusetts. Participants are encouraged to develop leader-
ship styles and teaching methods derived from their experience
rather than solely from particular methods courses.
The Urban Education Teacher Education Program is
student-centered and derives many of its goals and objectives
from its participants. Participants take an active role in
selection and presentation of course work, individual
assignments, special projects and other phases of the program.
Involvement by participants is modularized, including a
continuum of intensive academic course work, and more flexible
19x
Ibid.
,
p. 4.
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individual and independent projects.
Active community service is a major focal point of
the program. Each participant is required to develop and/or
participate in an operational Community Action Project aimed
at improving the quality of life for community residents. As
part of the learning experience participants must organize,
encourage interest in, arrange for evaluation visits by
faculty, and submit weekly reports on their activities.
Requirements for Community Action Projects. are unlimited.
Some participants make demographic studies of their neighbor-
hoods, others initiate surveys of businesses, public and
private service agencies, schools and recreational facilities.
Some participants prefer involvement in cultural projects on
a regular basis. By incorporating community work as a
component of their formal education, participants are provided
a creative outlet and a real life laboratory for practice of
theoretical training acquired through academic course work.
Two unique features set UETEP apart from more traditional
modes of teacher training. Most traditional teacher
preparation programs provide student internship during the
senior year. In contrast, the UETEP internship or student
teaching phase takes place during the junior year. All
internship activities are completed in urban schools located
in inner-city areas, taking advantage of the participants
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knowledge of the complexity of inner-city schools. Through
daily exposure to the real world of urban classrooms combined
with the involvement of experienced teachers, training is
more effective and reality shock is reduced. 20 A second
unique feature is the externship phase which allows experienced
student teachers to return to campus for one or more semesters
of post internship evaluation. Courses are designed to help
participants discuss individual strengths and weaknesses,
possible problem areas and needed skills, knowledge and
training
.
The fundamental strength of the University of
Massachusetts
--Malcolm X College UETEP lies in its ability
to provide urban community residents with the hope, self-
confidence, skills, and credentials needed to create positive
change for children in urban schools
. Although the primary
focus of the program is directed toward teacher training,
the total positive impact will have long term effects on the
quality of life for individuals and local neighborhoods on
Chicago's West Side. Urban residents need a sense of pride
dignity and hope. UETEP, while no panacea, goes a long way
toward useful and more meaningful directions.
If urban community colleges are to respond effectively
to the needs of urban communities, they must initiate movement
o n
Center for Urban Education, "The Center for Urban
Education Teacher Preparation Proposal," (University of
Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts, 1973), p. 1.
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toward more useful purposes. Unless students and community
residents can see signs of hope in the college’s ability to
facilitate learning, then the college cannot expect loyalty
from the community. 21 For administrators and faculty these
effective responses require new and different ways to involve
students, community residents, agencies, and other institutions.
For example, community resource persons, regardless of their
credentials, can provide fresh ideas for teachers and students.
Older students bring a wealth of experience to the college
setting and can assist in teaching and peer-counseling. Local
community leaders, when given meaningful responsibilities,
provide effective community relations activities. By involving
the broadest possible range of resource persons, urban
community colleges move toward useful roles, effective
teaching, and positive community development.
The State University of New York Urban Center
in Brooklyn, New York: Human Resources Development
Established in September 1966, the Brooklyn Urban
Center was one of four centers for which the New York State
21Atron A. Gentry, Bobby F. Gentry and Byrd L. Jones,
"Differentiated Staffing Model for Urban Schools," (Career
Opportunities Program Research Memorandum Series, Center for
Urban Education, The University of Massachusetts, Amherst,
Massachusetts), p. 6.
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legislature appropriated funds through The State University
of New York. By contractual arrangement with the Board of
Hi-§her Education of the City of New York, the Center receives
the major portion of its operating funds from SUNY. Federal
grants provide additional funds for specific training needs.
The UC is administered by New York City Community College of
the City University of New York. Since its inception, the
UC has initiated more than 14,000 programs designed to
increase both employment and academic potential of
"disadvantaged" persons in Brooklyn communities. By 1973,
the Center enrolled 3,600 students, all of whom received free
tuition, books and supplies.
The Center offers a broad range of academic and skilled
vocational programs designed to meet the particular needs of
local residents. Vocational programs include Drafting,
Secretarial Science, Office Skills, Business Machine Repair,
Electronic Data Processing, Licensed Practical Nursing and
Apparel Processing. In addition, the College Adapter Program,
English as a Second Language Program, and High School
Equivalency Preparation Program, prepare students for courses
of study leading to matriculation at units of CUNY and other
^Office of the Director of the Urban Center, "Status
Report of The State University of New York Urban Center in
Brooklyn," (Urban Center, Brooklyn, New York), p. 3. This
document is the primary source from which this section is
derived
.
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colleges, and provide the academic skills necessary for job
training and placement.
Cooperative arrangements with business and industry
provide on the job skills development, financial incentives,
and ensurances of job placement upon graduation. The
International Telegraph and Telephone Cooperative Program
(ITT) is one such effort. Initiated in 1971, the ITT Program
is a work-study arrangement which provides actual on the
job training and evaluation for advanced Secretarial Science
students. Participants receive $100 per week for the
duration of their training with ITT. In addition, the Center's
staff benefits from work-study arrangements. On alternative
weeks, students attend regular classes at the UC and provide
feedback information to teachers, students, and administrators.
Such information assists the staff in the improvement of
teaching methods and emphasizes those skills which the
students found most useful on the job. Through this kind of
interaction in most of its vocational programs, the UC staff
is able to maintain reality-based learning for students.
Job placement is a major objective of the Center and,
therefore, a major focal point of its activities. It is the
primary responsibility of the Job Development and Placement
Officers to process all student referrals for employment,
maintain contact with industries, uncover job openings, and
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establish liaison between the school and the employer.
Frequent student visits to business and industrial sites are
crucial to overall training. Companies are encouraged to
visit the Center, meet students and investigate the kinds of
skills acquired by UC graduates. By creating these exchange
programs a reciprocal learning experience takes place.
Company representatives can better understand the quality of
training given job candidates, and students begin to under-
stand the real world of business and industry.
Close coordination between Student Advisors,
instructional staff and Placement Officers is crucial to
successful job placement and follow up. Activities and
procedures which were performed informally in the past have
become policy. To prevent duplication of effort and maximize
placement efforts, staff members developed procedures and
responsibilities for all of the Center's counseling and
instructional personnel. (See Figure I).
The College Adapter Program (CAP) is designed to assist
students who seek admission to college. The major objective
of the program is to prepare students both academically and
psychologically for a college level program. Similar to most
UC programs, acceptance into CAP is based on testing and
counseling. Prior to testing all applicants participate in
an admissions orientation session aimed at relieving the
JOB
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tension frequently experienced by applicants at the time of
test taking. Information about the Center's objectives,
why the tests are taken and the wide range of services
available to community residents are presented. Counseling
sessions assist students in the assessment of their vocational
and academic aspirations, past failures or successes, personal,
financial, health, or legal problems if they exist. All
applicants are made aware of their test results and its
implications for admission to the Center. •
College Adapter courses consist of a coordinated
remedial program in language arts, study skills and mathematics.
A wide range of audio-visual techniques are used to improve
reading rate, comprehension skills, listening, library and
writing skills. The instructional staff continually seeks
to expand the kinds of academic services delivered to students
.
In 1971, for example, a Science Survey course was introduced
in cooperation with New York City Community College. Later,
under a grant from the Vocational Education Act, a Multi-
purposed Science Laboratory was installed at the Center.
Through the joint efforts of instructors from both institutions
College Adapter students and others are provided technical
and scientific background for college science courses, and
for careers directly related to the sciences and technological
fields
.
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A cooperative arrangement between the City University
of New York and the Urban Center enhances opportunities for
higher education. All UC college applicants applying to
CUNY are processed through the University Processing Center
m conjunction with UC personnel. The University Processing
Center normally uses high school grades to assign applicants
in both colleges and major subject areas. Through the
cooperative arrangement, however, Urban Center ratings are
used in lieu of high school performance. Each student
recommended by UC is rated on a scale of one to ten based
on 1/3 test scores, 1/3 high school average or GED score and
1/3 teacher-advisor ratings. UC students are provided a
better opportunity to enter both the college and major of
their choice. In effect, students are given a "second
chance" to improve previous performance based on study at UC.
A recent progress report on UC shows that the number
of "older" students has increased. At the same time the
number of high school graduates entering the program has
decreased. Initially, the Center served a population of high
school graduates who were 18-24 years old. By 1973, the
average student was 29 years old, and 40 percent of the
students enrolled were 30 years old and over. Less than half
23 0ffice of Student Personnel Services, "Status Report
on Student Personnel Services, 1972-73," (Urban Center,
Brooklyn, New York), p. 5.
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of these students have high school diplomas. Previous to
entering UC, most students were out of high school 11 or more
years. Sixty-five percent of the students were female and
heads of households, having an average of 3 dependents.
Approximately 75 percent of the students were at or below
poverty income levels. High motivation characterizes most
urban center students. The majority of students are self-
referred and prefer training at UC despite long waiting lists
for some programs.
Counseling and supportive services are keys to the
success of UC programs. Students are assigned advisors at
the point of entry, beginning a highly individualistic and
continuous process of personal contact until such time as the
student decides the service is no longer necessary. Counseling
is done both on an individual and group basis. In general,
individual counseling centers around concrete problems such
as welfare, babysitting and other problems requiring immediate
action. Group counseling is usually based more on a weekly
siminar arrangement and includes such broad areas as
orientation to the center, job seeking sessions and discussions
on planning long range vocational goals. This realistic
arrangement of time by advisors creates the flexibility needed
to deal with the immediate problems as they arise.
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Adaptability and commitment to local communities
characterize UC staff. Staff members are familiar with the
life style of the people they are attempting to reach. The
Family Education Program (FEP), for example, is designed to
increase the knowledge and skills of adults, enhance their
life style, and strengthen family life. As the Center's
outreach program, FEP seeks out those individuals (families)
who would not be likely to return to school without some
outside motivating force. In 1973, FEP enrolled 36 families
in both vocational and college adapter courses in cooperation
with other local community-based programs.
^
UC staff seek to broaden students' horizons through
exposure to a variety of activities outside their usual
purview. Total families are exposed to a variety of weekly
events including teen clubs, theater and the arts, sewing
groups and parent organizations. Activities are planned which
include and involve every member of the family at one point
or another. Since consideration to cost is given, most
activities are free or charges are nominal. Thus, families
can conceivably incorporate many of the activities into their
own life styles after separation from the program.
9 4
"A Status Report of the Family Education Program,"
(Urban Center, Brooklyn, New York), p. 1.
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Despite its present success, budget restrictions
imposed by the State Legislature is a major problem faced
by administrators of the Urban Center. In 1973-74, a budget
request was submitted totalling $2 ,724 ,308
.
25
Actual
allocation, however, was at a level which was slightly less
than the lower allocation of the previous year. Such cut-
backs do not allow for mandatory cost increases, inflation
and salary increases for staff. Consequently, it appears
that summer sessions, the third trimester of the evening
program, and projected programs such as the Urban Child
Development Center would be greatly affected or even
eliminated. Moreover, budget restrictions will cut back the
growth of student enrollment to slightly under 3
,
000 per year.
Federal grants, while offsetting some of the decreases
in state funds, present other problems. In 1972-73, UC
received four grants under the Vocational Education Act
totalling approximately $192,000. Some federal grants did
provide additional funds to existing useful programs such as
the Career Development Center, Basic Electrician Program and
others. Most federal grants, however, were intended to
start new programs. Practically none offered any extended
funding possibilities. At present, Urban Center administrators
2 6
Office of Business Affairs, "Status Report-Business
Affairs Office," (Urban Center, Brooklyn, New York), p. 2.
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are faced with the problem of how to continue successful
federally funded programs within a "zero sum growth" state
budget. Decisions must be made which would eliminate entire
programs and staffs, despite their demonstrated ability to
meet the needs of students.
An Overview: Some Contributing Factors tothe Present Success of the Programs
Three major advantages of cooperative arrangements
contribute to the success of the programs. First, like most
administrative reorganizations, it raises important questions
about the functions and purposes of standard procedures.
Second, a flexible staff organization encourages innovation
without eliminating useful procedures which are more traditional.
physical, financial and human resources involve
significant numbers of community agencies, institutions of
higher education and community residents.
When used effectively, cooperative arrangements allow
for program innovations to be tried and evaluated in a new
organizational environment which has few established procedures
and regulations. Critical issues such as the distribution
and allocation of funds, evaluation of programs, personnel
decisions, and the formulation of academic policies can be
addressed in new and different ways. Administrators, faculty,
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staff and students are "freed-up" to shape relevant procedures
which meet their specific needs. SUNY at Stony Brook, in
making its transcripts available to WCC students became the
credit granting institution in the cooperative arrangement.
Through this agreement, Stony Brook directly and other members
indirectly approved of the caliber and quality of courses,
instruction and student performance. WCC students, therefore,
receive the same rights and privileges granted any student
in the SUNY system.
In an effective cooperative arrangement, no single
institution or program is required to bear total responsibility
for physical and human resources, programs or funds. Each
program or institution contributes that component which is
not only useful, but realistic given its immediate financial
situation, educational philosophy or social commitment.
Flexibility exists for all institutions to expand, redefine,
and renew existing commitments. Through participation in
cooperative arrangements, the more traditional institution
took small, yet necessary steps toward their own renewal.
Some admissions counselors became more open to new ways of
evaluating students, some student services have expanded to
include closer ties with community-based programs and
agencies, and some professors gained a new sense of teaching
and learning.
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Cooperative arrangements facilitate funding from a
variety of resources. Funding, when varied and flexible,
allows institutions and programs to watch and assess the
effectiveness of both short range and long range objectives.
For administrators flexible funding patterns may relieve the
pressures of application deadlines, the need for immediate
results for long range research, and rigid guidelines that
inhibit innovation. The University of Massachusetts-Malcolm
X College UETEP demonstrates an advantage of flexible funding.
Although a short range goal is to prepare competent teachers
for urban schools, it is the spirit of change generated by
the program which provides the impetus for long range goals.
Financial decisions, then, are based on "in the field"
realities rather than on rigid rules and regulations.
Community support by local residents and the larger
urban community is a major strength of each program. The
programs earn the respect of community residents through daily
community service. Each program is highly visible and
accessible. Because programs are reality-based, they are
grounded in an analysis of community needs and interests.
Administrators do not rely solely on their own hunches in
defining programmatic needs and goals. Malcolm X College,
for example, redefines "community" by bringing into focus
the life styles and value orientations of urban residents as
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part of its entire college program. The WCC, by locating in
the Wyandanch High School, initiates programs which benefit
adults, high school students and young children as well.
Through its Family Education Program, UC provides service to
families and helps strengthen family life. Community agencies,
institutions and civic-minded individuals have integrated to
bring financial support and organizational viability to the
programs
.
The success of each program depends heavily on the
commitment and quality of the professional, technical and
supporting staff. Interviews reveal that administrators,
faculty and staff are generally sensitive to the feelings of
others, knowledgeable about the daily affairs and problems
of urban life, and open to the daily changes necessary to
operate community-based programs. Most staff members are in
general accord with the unique roles and objectives of the
programs or institutions. Further, faculty and staff have a
real voice in the overall operation of the programs. The Urban
Center Faculty Council is one such forum. Council representa-
tives meet weekly with the program director to discuss aspects
of the program. In addition, the "Staff Bulletin ,
published
by the Council, keeps all staff members informed of
happenings
among staff and the Center in general. The
combination of
open access to administrative personnel and
opportunity for
input by staff contribute greatly to ongoing
commitment.
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The Wyandanch College Center, The University of
Massachusetts
--Malcolm X College UETEP
,
and The Brooklyn
Urban Center offer two key lessons for expanding traditional
functions of urban community colleges. First, each is
successful because institutions of higher education dare to
be different, and seeks to redefine their goals and purposes,
By itself an innovative institution can make little or no
improvement unless accompanied by changes in the attitudes
of faculty and administrators. For many administrators and
faculty, these changes require a departure from their own
professional development. Second, each program adapts to
the needs of their local communities through meaningful
involvement with community residents, agencies, business,
industry, and other institutions of higher education. If
urban community colleges are to be useful and purposeful for
poor and minority students, administrators and faculty must
move toward activities, programs, and curricula which allow
students and community residents the freedom to change and
renew themselves.
CHAPTER IV
JOB PLACEMENT AND CAREER DEVELOPMENT-
A NEW PERSPECTIVE ON OCCUPATIONAL EDUCATIONFOR URBAN COMMUNITY COLLEGES IN THE 1970 's
Three broad issues will affect occupational education
programs in urban community colleges in the 1970's. The first
issue is the ongoing controversy between those who support a
traditional liberal arts preparation of general education
and those supporting occupational education. The second
lies in the capabilities of occupational education to respond
to both local and national shifts in manpower needs
. The
third, and perhaps most urgent issue, is concern for seeking
new directions in occupational education which can meet
increasing student demands for specific training and career
development
.
Since education has become a key gateway to jobs of
the future, occupational education will continue to be a
major function of urban community colleges. Despite their
uncertain identity, rapid growth, and special programs,
community colleges must not avoid effective responses for
occupational education. If employment opportunities are
to be realized for poor and minority students occupational
education programs should include career planning and job
placement in a variety of occupations. Motivating positive
attitudes toward occupational education is an important
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task of administrators and faculty if they are to renew
hope for those students who need or desire occupational
training
.
Occupational Education
: A Major Function
in Need of Renewal
Occupational education in community colleges usually
encompasses a broad range of preparation for students
seeking immediate job entry upon graduation, or for up-
grading the skills of employed persons seeking opportunities
for retraining. In general, the programs provide a level of
training aimed at specific preparation in occupations not
classified as professional. As indicated in Figure II, most
occupational education programs prepare students for the in-
creasing number of white collar occupations which have been
created by automation and increased demands in service areas
in health, government services and education. In addition,
programs in such areas as welding, carpentry, body-fender
work and cosmetology may be included within the function of
occupational education.
Occupational training is not new in American higher
education, although the range of occupations has expanded
considerably. Central to the development of Harvard College,
for example, was the training of "schoolmasters, divines, the
rulers and cultural ornaments of society--the men who would
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FIGURE II
PROFESSIONAL HIERARCHY
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spell the difference between civilization and barbarianism .
"
1
Similarly, the College of William and Mary in Virginia was
to supply trained Anglican clergy for the colony. From such
men, it was expected that the colony would draw its public
2servants
.
From the passage of the Morrill Federal Land Grant
Act in 1862 on, the federal government has enacted legislation
to influence occupational education. The Smith-Hughes Act
of 1917, and later supplementary legislation such as the
George-Burden Act of 1946, set standards and conditions for
vocational programs below the college level. During the
1950's business and industrial leaders became concerned about
the failure of public community colleges to produce technically
trained workers. If community colleges could not train
personnel for industry, these leaders felt that individual
states could develop a system of public technical institutes
for job training.
In 1962, the Brademus report, initiated by supporters
of community colleges and an advisory committee of the House
of Representatives, recommended a National System of federally
funded two-year institutes for the states. Although community
Frederick Rudolph, The American College and
University (New York: Vintage Books, 1962 )
,
pT 6.
2 Ibid
. ,
p. 7
.
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colleges were not completely excluded from occupational
training, the emphasis was on two-year technical institutes
to be financed by the federal government. After much
pressure by community college leaders, the Vocational
Education Act of 1963 earmarked a percentage of federal funds
for vocational education in community colleges. Through
federal involvement, then, policy was initiated and funds
were provided for the growth of professional schools in
universities
,
agricultural training in land grant colleges
and the founding of technical institutes.
Despite the increased programs for occupational
education in community colleges during the 1960’s the
development of occupational education was not without
considerable resistance. The role of occupational education
has been shaped by the continuing conflict between vocational
and liberal arts educators. Included among these conflicts
are: (1) an unnecessary labeling process for occupational
and transfer students
; (2) a lack of communication between
vocational educators in high schools and those in community
college; and (3) the inferior status attributed to most
occupational education programs. Not only do these continued
conflicts inhibit the acceptance of occupational training,
but they also affect the students' perception of the value
of occupational training.
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Much of the resistance to occupational programs lies
within the community colleges themselves. Elitist attitudes
and academic values held by some faculty members and
administrators
,
contribute to the unnecessary labeling of
students. Occupational education is viewed as nothing more
than skilled training for specific jobs and, therefore,
provides little "cultivation of the mind". Further,
opponents argue, such training is inappropriate as a mission
for higher education. Thus, a labeling process begins.
Transfer is equated with "good" students and occupational
education with "poor" students. Differentiating between
transfer students and occupational students, for whatever
the reasons, is a disservice to all students and attaches
unwarranted and inaccurate labels to the entire college
community
.
A communication gap between local high schools and
community colleges inhibits acceptance of occupational
training. While most high schools have distinct programs
for college preparation, few provide reliable information
to occupationally-oriented students who need additional
training. Urban high schools, many of which track "poor"
students into vocational programs , are in continual conflict
with occupational curriculum planners in local community
colleges. Consequently, many urban high school students
are forced to choose at an early a.ge between vocational
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education or a chance to go to college. Effective career
guidance programs must have its initial beginnings early
enough in the secondary school to permit close integration,
coordination and guidance through high school and into the
community college.
Some critics argue that occupational education
programs lead to dead end, low paying occupations offering
no chance for economic and social mobility. Concern for low
prestige and questionable status has led many students to
avoid occupational education as a viable option for
professional development. Minority and poor students, many
of whom are particularly sensitive to this criticism, often
voice reluctance to enter occupational education programs.
A recent study of five metropolitan community colleges
confirmed the reluctance of Black students to enter employ-
ment which they regarded as menial and of low prestige.
Although all of the students appeared to be oriented toward
employment in their thinking about college, few wanted short-
term programs for occupational training. In a similar
example, plans for the establishment of an occupationally-
oriented unit of CUNY were rejected, not because planners
from both bussinesses and CUNY had not surveyed local
3 Dorothy M. Knoell, Black Student Potential (Washington
American Association of Junior Colleges, 1970 ) , p . 174.
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employment needs, but because community residents, most of
whom were Black, wanted a more academically-oriented
institution. 4
A major problem confronting occupational education,
then, is a comparative lack of prestige and status. While
some educators have sought realistically to confront this
problem, many have produced little more than a new terminology.
Operators in Beauty shops do not gain much prestige from
studying cosmetology
. But a combination of upgraded attitudes
and renewed commitments may realize a gain in prestige and
status by students and faculty alike. Moreover, if urban
community colleges meet the needs of non-traditional
students, faculty and administrators must reassess their own
usefulness in light of growing concern of students for
occupational training.
Occupational training and future job security are
major concerns for students who seek competencies that will
make them productive members of society. Between 1970 and
1971 pronounced shifts in enrollment patterns occurred in
public community colleges by major field. Increases
occurred in health service programs, agricultural related
5programs and trade and industrial programs . These patterns
4 Interview with Timothy S. Healy, Vice Chancellor for
Academic Affairs, City University of New York, January, 1974.
^The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, College
Graduates and Jobs : Ad justing to a New Labor Market Situation
(Hightstown
,
New Jersey: McGraw-Hill, 1973) , P* 164.
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were influenced, in part, by changes in the labor market.
Further, a nationwide survey of college students and
academic deans reported a shift away from "theoretical and
abstract courses toward studies that lead to further
professional development and comfortable careers.
While recent shifts in student enrollment patterns
have strong implications for an expanded role of occupational
education, they need not imply a decreasing role for liberal
arts education. Whether students choose a transfer, general,
or occupational program, the ultimate goal is preparation
for an occupation. 7 What these patterns do suggest, however,
is a need for corresponding shifts in the distribution of
course offerings, distribution of faculty members by field
of specialization and more effective inter-departmental
8cooperation and coordination. For urban community colleges,
these demands for occupational training require a more
flexible curriculum and open entry and exit points for part-
time^minority
5
older
,
and working students. Whatever
g Ivar Peterson, "The New Vocationalism New Campus
Vogue," New York Times
,
December 25, 1973.
7 ...
The Carnegie Commission of Higher Education, The
Open-Door Colleges : Policies for Community Colleges
,
(Hightstown^ foew ' Jersey : Mc-Graw-Hill
,
1970 ) , p . 21
’.
p
Carnegie Commission, College Graduates and Jobs ,
p . 166.
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administrative or faculty decisions are made, the open doors
to educational opportunity in urban community colleges should
not become a revolving door at the threshold of employment
opportunities
.
An urgent issue, then, is whether or not urban
community colleges are doing enough to meet the growing
concerns of students seeking occupational preparation. Are
occupational programs diversified enough to deliver on the
expectations encouraged by open-door colleges? While answers
to these questions are contingent upon specific factors such
as size, resources and local needs; there is an on-going
call for re-examination, redirection and renewal of
occupational education. A useful first step for faculty
and administrators may lie in the guidance offered by those
for whom urban community colleges exist--the students.
Human Services Career Programs and Urban
Community Colleges: A Response to Emerging
National Manpower Needs
The United States has undergone a pronounced shift in
employment from a goods-producing to a predominantly service-
supplying economy. Between 1929 and 1963, for example,
employment doubled in the service industries, rising from
9
18.6 million workers to 38 million. Within that time
9 David Lester, Manpower Planning in a Free Society
(Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1966),
p. 17.
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period only three in ten workers were employed in service
industries (including personal, professional, financial, and
government services and repair service and trade) compared
to seven out of ten in the production of goods. 10 The two
decades following World War II marked a 60 percent increase
in service employment, while goods-producing employment
increased less than 10 percent. By 1968, six out of every
ten workers were employed in services. Furthermore, through
the decade of the 1970's, service occupations will increase
at a rate of one and one-half times the expansion of all
occupations
.
11
In general, a shift to a service-supplying economy
means an increase in white-collar employment, a leveling off
of blue-collar employment and a pronounced decline in farm
employment. In 1900, for example, farming was the largest
single occupation in the United States, employing 12.5 million
workers and about 37.5 percent of the labor force. 12 At
that same time blue-collar workers numbered 13 million and
10Daniel Bell, "Labor in the Post-industrial Society,"
in Irving Howe (Ed.) The World of the Blue-Collar Worker
(New York: Quadrangle Books, 197*2), p~ 16 5
.
11
Ib_id
. ,
p. 172.
12 Ibid
. ,
p . 172.
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white-collar workers 5.5 million. By 1956, the number of
white-collar workers (professional, technical, managerial,
clerical, sales and kindred workers) surpassed the number
of blue-collar workers. Farm workers, partly due to the
agricultural revolution, steadily declined. 13 Moreover, by
1980, the number of white-collar workers will rise to 48.3
million when it will account for half of all employed
14
workers
.
Strongly characteristic of a post-industrial society,
these shifts in sectors of employment reflect higher personal
incomes which allow for human services such as health and
education. Human services encompass a broad spectrum of
professional activity in the fields of social service, educa-
tion and health.
Since the growth of technical skills and professional
requirements makes education a condition of entry into many
occupations
,
the widespread use of degrees and diplomas as
prerequisites for employment is under some attack. Ivar
Berg presents data that a growing number of workers are
already overeducated for jobs. Berg found few inverse
relationships between educational attainment and productivity
13 David Lester, Manpower Planning in a Free Society ,
p . 17 .
14Daniel Bell, "Labor in a Post-industrial Society,"
p. 172.
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in blue-collar jobs and low level white-collar jobs . 15
While grades, test scores, and diplomas are often poor in-
dicators of achievement, it need not follow that all training
and requirements be abolished. Rather, more attention could
be focussed on changing the unnecessary regulations in
training practices and inappropriate matches between worker
characteristics and job requirements. For educators and
employers, such changes would require re-examination of the
notion that all persons learn in similar patterns.
For minorities and the poor, increased emphasis on
credentials are a major barrier to opportunities in occupational
advancement. These credentials--developed by professional
associations, supported by civil service commissions and
other regulatory agencies, expressed through the educational
systems, and upheld by employers--have reinforced discriminatory
practices in employment. In Griggs v. Duke Power Company
(1970), the Supreme Court concurred with this idea. The
decision referred to the "infirmity of using diplomas or
degrees as fixed measures of capability . 15 According to the
Court, the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits practices,
procedures, or tests which "cannot be shown to be related to
15 tIvar Berg, Education and Jobs: The Great Training
Robbery (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1970), p. 85.
160 .Griggs et al v. Duke Power Company, 401 U.S. 424
91 S.Ct. 849, 28L . Ed. 2nd 158. (1971).
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Doc perrormance"
. More occupational opportunites depend
upon a willingness to change on the part of educators,
regulatory agencies and employers. To the degree that they
encourage and stimulate social and economic change, they will
lessen demands for more credentials and seek to redesign
useful job descriptions and training requirements.
Despite these recent challenges, educational
institutions play a major, if not decisive role, in the
process of job entry. In fact, a profession gains its
identity by making educational institutions the port of entry. 18
This development is reflected in the striking changes in
educational patterns. By 1900, for example, only 6 of each
100 persons 17 years of age graduated from high school and
50 percent of the high school graduates went on to college. 18
In contrast, by 1968 six in ten adults (about 37 million)
had completed four years of high school. Further, nearly one
in six persons twenty-five years and over (about 13 million)
completed at least four years of college. 88 Moreover, about
17 tk .,Ibid .
1
8
Clark Kerr, The Uses of the University (New York:
Harper and Row, 1966), p. 111.
19 ...
The Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, Toward
a Learning Society : Alternative Channels to Life
,
Work and
Service ( Hightstown'
,
New Jersey : McGraw-Hill
,
1973 )
,
p. T7T
2 0Daniel Bell, "Labor in a Post-industrial Society,"
p. 178.
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9.2 million adults, one in eight, will have had some college
training, though less than four years.
The combination of shifts upward in the occupational
structure, spiraling credential requirements within pro-
fessions, and increasing demands for human services on a
national level, place new training demands on urban community
colleges. In response to these demands for effective
training, new human services career programs evolved. A
recent study by the American Association of Junior Colleges
determined that between 1960 and 1970 the number of graduates
from allied health occupational programs swelled from ap-
proximately 5,000 to over 34,000 persons. The variety of
training opportunities range from home aide to two-year
Associate of Arts degrees in nursing.
The basis for most human service programs in urban
community colleges is the "New Careers" model. From a na-
tional perspective the New Careers strategy is one of the
most recent to be federally legislated and funded for the
purpose of attacking poverty and pervasive unemployment.
In 1966, Arthur Pearl and Frank Riessman defined the goals
of possible New Career program models:
A sufficient number of jobs for all
persons without work.
21 ...American Association of Junior Colleges, Allied
Health Education Programs in Junior Colleges (Washington:
G. P* 0.
,
'1973 )
.
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The jobs to be so defined and
distributed that placement existsfor the unskilled and under-
educated
.
The jobs to be permanent and provide
opportunity for life-long careers
.
An opportunity for the motivated and
talented poor to advance from low-skill
entry jobs to any station available to
more favored members of society.
They work and contribute to the well-being of society. 22
In 1965 Senator Gaylord Nelson and Congressman
James Scheuer sponsored an amendment to the Economic
Opportunity Act of 1964. Approximately $88 million was
authorized in 1967 for the purpose of training, supportive
services and providing jobs for some 30,000 to 40,000 non-
professionals in the public sector. In addition to this
amendment, the Educational Professionals Development Act of
1967 (Public Law 90-35) provided for the training of new
professionals in the field of education. 23
The rationale for a New Careers strategy, then,
emphasizes a close relationship between classroom and field
work, and combined educational and service concepts. Although
most human services career programs are based on the New
22Arthur Pearl and Frank Riessman, New Careers for
the Poor (New York: The Free Press, 1965), p. 2.
2 3 Educational Professionals Development Act
,
1967
,
Public Law 9 0-3 5 Parts C and D of this Act pertain specifically
to the establishment of Career Opportunites Programs.
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Career strategy, there is no single model which has been
universally accepted. The fundamental strength of these
programs lies in their adaptability to local needs. In
general, most programs differ along two dimensions—the
degree to which course work is specifically vocational or
professional in nature, and the degree of specialization
emphasized within a professional field.
^
Occupational training and professional development are
basic characteristics which are common to most human service
programs. By providing a specific body of formalized know-
ledge and practical skills, these programs prepare students
for a particular occupation. Professional development is
begun primarily by providing the first two years of college
course work requirements toward a degree in a given profes-
sional field. Students completing the first two years, for
example, have the option of continuing for a four-year degree
or entering the job market immediately, with a further option
of continuing professional development at a later time with
little loss of academic credits.
One of the most effective human services career
programs is the College for Human Services located in New
York City. Founded in 1964 as the Women's Talent Corps, the
24Joan Swift, Human Services Career Programs and the
Community College (Washington: American Association of
Junior Colleges, 1971), p. 14.
2
5
Ibid.
,
p. 8.
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College recruited men for the first time in 1969. In 1970,
the College for Human Services was chartered as a two-year'
college by the New York State Board of Regents.
The primary objectives of the College are: (1) to
recruit, screen and train low income persons as competent,
effective and humane workers in human services through a
program of concurrent academic study and field training;
(2) to work simultaneously for the creation of new positions
in human services agencies and for changes which will permit
real career development. Further, the original objectives
were expanded as experience demonstrated that participants
themselves desired further education and that occupational
mobility demanded some kind of credential .
^
The design for the College for Human Services is
deliberately change oriented. Faculty and administrators
believe that the training agency must control as many
'^'^klss as possible in order to set up strategies to
influence those it cannot control. Field placement
agencies, for example, are one such variable. Since most
agencies have their own traditions, CHS staff seek substantially
influence placement training by fully exploring with the
2 6
College for Human Services, Planning Paper No. 1
(New York: College for Human Services
-
^
1973 ), p. 24"!
—
27
Laura Pires Houston, "Black People, New Careers,
and Humane Human Services," Social Casework 51 (May, 1970):
297 .
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placement agencies beforehand their commitment to the
utilization of new kinds of personnel, their willingness
and ability to provide adequate working conditions, supervision
training and their commitment to incorporate new job lines
into existing professional structures.
If human services career programs are to be most
effective, faculty, administrators and students of urban
community colleges must be change oriented; As Pearl and
Riessman pointed out "organizational structures and
institutions which have come to be accepted as basic and
immutable must be transformed." 28 A good design, therefore,
does not guarantee desired results. Because such programs
seek to create alternative strategies for educational and
employment opportunities, they must be different from many
of the occupational training designs to date. Human services
goes beyond "how to" training. It also provides a "knowledge
foundation which enables persons to become 'technologists'
2 9
. . . who can put both knowledge, skills and tools to work."
Faculty, administrators and students must continually examine
the qualitive benefits that these programs can produce for
2 8Arthur Pearl and Frank Riessman, New Careers for
the Poor
, p . 3
.
2 9
Peter Drucker, The Age of Discontinuity (New York:
Harper and Row, 1968), p. 268.
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professional fields and ultimately for persons within
urban communities.
A Case for a Career Lattice Strategy
As a Dimension of Occupational Education
In general, the success or failure of all occupational
education programs lies in the job placement of graduates.
When graduates can obtain jobs, success is usually guaranteed.
When jobs are not available, or attainable, students may
conclude that such programs trained them for non-existing
occupations. While many successes in job placement have been
documented, still a greater need exists for more effective
career development. A recent study in the New York City
area found that although two-year graduates were hired at
good salaries
,
they were often not eligible for promotion
since they lacked a four-year college degree. According to
the study, "opportunities for genuine career development for
paraprofessionals are either severely limited or completely
• 3 0
non-existent because of the college hurdle."
Further, accelerated technological changes and
industrial reorganization have made obsolete a notion that
a student prepares for one life-long career. A recent study
by the United States Department of Labor revealed that the
^
^National Committee on Employment of Youth, "Study
on Placement of 2-Year Paraprofessional Graduates," New York
Times, March 1, 1970.
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71 million persons in the labor market had held their cur-
rent jobs an average of 4 . 2 years. This compared to 4.6
three years earlier, a decline in duration of nearly 9
percent. 31 Another Department of Labor report concluded:
"Under existing conditions prevailing at the beginning of
the 1970's, the average twenty-two year old man in the labor
force could be expected to change jobs about six or seven
times during his life." 33 If urban community colleges are
to adjust to changes in career patterns, occupational
programs must be ongoing and flexible rather than terminal.
A career lattice approach has been proposed as a
vehicle for more effective career development. In both The
Open-Door Colleges (1970) and The Campus and the City (1972),
the Carnegie Commission on Higher Education recommended
a career lattice approach in occupational education--taking
as a given that faculty, administrators and career counselors
realized a pay-off in implementing such an approach. Many
urban community colleges have implemented a career lattice
approach in human service programs. However, occupational
educators have yet to recognize that each occupation or
learning experience can be viewed within the same context.
31Alvin Toffler, Future Shock (New York: Random
House; Bantam Edition, 1972), p. 109.
32
Ibid.
,
p. 109.
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Unless reform in occupational education is undertaken with
a total system in mind, attempted changes in one or two
areas will be insufficient.
A career lattice is an arrangement through which
semi-professional or technical students are promoted as they
gain in experience and professional competence. A major
aspect of this approach, and the basis for the hope it holds
for students, is the consistent reward of increased
responsibility and financial increment as they acquire
education and work experience. Formal education provided
by institutions of higher education is an important part of
the approach and provides the basis for horizontal and up-
ward advancement. Horizontal advancement requires a college
program which prepares students for employment in a variety
of job lines within a specific occupation. Upward advance-
ment requires a program of credits between urban community
colleges and nearby senior colleges.
Supervised practicum or field experience in a
realistic work situation is crucial to a career lattice
approach. The practicum is an integral part of the curriculum
and generally includes both specific and general objectives.
Role-playing, demonstrations and workshops all provide
valuable opportunity for the practice of skills; they cannot
replace field experiences. Ideally, a salary for the practicum
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experience provides an incentive as well as needed financial
assistance to persons in programs in urban areas.
A career lattice approach for occupational education in
urban community colleges offer several advantages. A new
pattern of reality-based training, together with related
changes in career counseling and the effective utilization
of faculty, open new opportunities for existing occupational
programs. A new relationship with employers provides a
mechanism for teaching up to date skills and useful training
for emerging occupations. For community college students,
a career lattice provides opportunities for further education.
Through effective use of career counselors
,
communication
between high school counselors and students is maximized.
By creating a sense of purpose for occupational students,
administrators and faculty provide more hopeful factors for
part time, minority, older, and working students.
A career lattice within occupational education
provides new directions for existing programs. In the past, the
combination of knowledge and experience, as demonstrated in
most on-the-job training, has been directed toward creating
new or "experimental" programs. While a need exists for
such activity, their aims are usually short range and
attempts to incorporate those programs into the total context
of the college program is often denied. As early as 1906,
for example, cooperative educational programs were developed
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in institutions of higher education. These programs have
demonstrated a capability to provide work experience for
credit, formal classroom instruction, and work study payment
for students.
A career lattice approach may strengthen existing
relationships and encourage new ones between urban community
colleges and local employers. Acceptance of persons from a
career lattice program designed to train plant managers, for
example, requires close coordination with potential employers.
Setting up realistic licensing and credentialing require-
ments, and dealing with potential opposition from those who
are employed in existing occupations require full cooperation
and collaboration on all levels. If careers are begun upon
entry into occupational programs
,
employers can realize
the pay-off in developing the skills, competencies and
behaviors of students
,
with the knowledge that present part
time students are future full time employees.
Frequently, an inflexible occupational education
curricula and the attitudes of university and college
registrars severely handicap college transfer for occupational
students. Many students who are uncertain about their career
interests pursue a college parallel program since such
programs are usually a direct route to transfer or educational
advancement. While about one-third of all community college
students transfer to four-year colleges, the other two-thirds
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either drop out or enter occupational programs. 33 Moreover,
those occupational students hoping to enter a college parallel
program at a later date soon discover that it is difficult
to transfer without taking a number of additional credits.
When used effectively, a career lattice approach
should build an integrated and articulated curriculum with
local colleges and universities. Thus, career-oriented
students might select courses which meet requirements for
transfer and are also necessary for career advancement.
Through negotiation with local colleges and universities
,
community colleges can overcome the articulation problems
which exist in higher education. Occupational education
programs, when designed specifically to meet local needs,
may capitalize on the available pool of students and jobs
and express the needs and concerns of local residents.
Colleges and universities, which need public support and
programs to meet increasing demands for occupational training,
may gain from cooperating with community colleges. In order
to develop an effective transfer curriculum, the administra-
tors and faculty of all institutions must constantly work
together to facilitate more useful learning situations.
Core or cluster curriculum planning is a useful step
toward building effective occupational education programs.
3
3
Edmund Gleazer, This is the Community College
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1968T, p. 66.
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Outlining the need for core curriculum, Norman C. Harris
proposed five core areas for occupational students: (1)
a general education core, including courses in English,
humanities, political science and others
; (2) a basic core
in business programs; (3) a basic core in engineering
technology and industrial technology; (4) a basic core in
health programs; (5) a basic core in public service programs.
Each of the occupationally related cores would offer
specialized courses in a chosen technology field after some
credit hours in a basic core curriculum. Graduates would
receive an associate of arts degree in their selected field
and satisfy many general requirements necessary for transfer.
Career counseling is a major component of any
occupational education program. While career counseling
cannot be expected to act as the overriding factor in the
occupational choice process, its fundamental objective is to
make students aware of the need to give realistic thought to
a career choice. In this capacity, a primary responsibility
of career counselors is to provide students with relevant,
current detailed job information and skills requirements.
Two major problems exist for career counselors in
urban community colleges. First, most community college
34Norman C. Harris, Occupational Education in the
Two-Year College (Washington: American Association of
Junior Colleges, 1966), p. 46.
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curricula is aimed at transfer, limiting the choices and
options for career oriented students. Secondly, the two-year
duration of community college programs requires early
intervention by counselors and early decision making on the
part of students. Unlike four-year college students, com-
munity college students do not have adequate time to make
future career choices.
A career lattice approach, could create new and
different roles for career counselors. Because students would
be involved in actual employment upon entry into a program,
career counselors would need to serve a greater role in
outreach to high schools and local employers
. Early
intervention would mean advising students before they enter
the community college, which necessitates more communication,
coordination and interaction with high school counselors and
students. Job information and skills requirements could be
kept current through closer contact with employers who
participate in hiring students. Many counseling activities
could be done through on-site involvement with students,
exposing counselors to various job situations. Finally,
as students gain advancement and confidence, career counselors
could begin to encourage them to develop their own options
based on the realities of their occupations. By creating a
more purposeful role for career counselors, their activities
would be action-oriented and their usefulness expanded for
offering effective counseling for all students.
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Despite the controversies surrounding occupational
education programs, student demands for effective training
and job security cannot be ignored. For urban community
colleges, these demands require effective occupational
programs which recognize the changing job requirements
created by increased technology and shifts in manpower
needs. For many students, a combination of course work and
on the job experience enhances career planning and develop-
3 5
ment. For administrators and faculty in .urban community
colleges, these demands for reality based training require
more effective linkages with local colleges and universities
,
business, industry and the broadest possible range of service
agencies. When administrators, faculty and even parents
change attitudes about occupational education programs, such
programs will become a viable option for students.
3 5James F. Canniff, Byrd L. Jones and Aldustus E.
Jordan, "Usefulness, Diversity, and Purpose for Institutions
of Higher Education," (University of Massachusetts, Amherst,
Massachusetts, 1973), p. 2.
CHAPTER V
REDIRECTION AND RENEWAL: FUTURE IMPLICATIONS
FOR URBAN COMMUNITY COLLEGES
Every urban community college is going through
some kind of change. The most successful approach to pro-
gramming innovation is to make it a part of the college’s
normal change pattern. 1 The objective would be to redirect
and renew change into positive action. One change pattern
in most urban community colleges is an increase in the
number of poor and minority students. A work study program,
designed to combine academic coursework and career advance-
ment, might be particularly useful where such change is taking
place. In the face of increasing demands for change in
urban community colleges, administrators and faculty must
have as the first priority the effective utilization of
open admissions, community service, occupational education
programs, and other functions to provide opportunity for
poor and minority students.
Toward Self-Renewal
During the decade of the 1970's many of the demands
upon urban community colleges have been further complicated
1Dennis H. Tyler, "Educational Renewal Through
Teacher Training," p. 145.
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by spokesmen within higher education. One argument, for
example, capitalizes on the "junior college" scenario by
assuming that all students can be equally served by tradi-
tional modes of education. On the other extreme, some
educators have contended that two-year colleges are new
enough and flexible enough to assume the total burden of
responsibility for non- traditional students. Common to
both positions is the resistence to change for four-year
institutions
.
i n The Open Door Colleges (1970), for example, the
Carnegie Commission proposed a new role for two-year colleges.
Community colleges, the Commission argued, should remain
two-year colleges and not imitate four-year colleges. In
this capacity
,
community colleges would provide options for
students who are uncertain about their careers and a chance
to return to higher education for those students who have
dropped out of four-year institutions. Ironically, by pro-
posing these roles for community colleges, the Commission
implied that four-year colleges need not provide service to
local communities or provide occupational training. "If
two-year colleges become four-year colleges," the Committee
stated, "they will place less emphasis on occupational
2
education and thus leave unmet need in the local community."
2Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, The Open
Door Colleges: Policies for Community Colleges (Highstown,
New Jersey: McGraw-Hill
,
1970 ) , p . 16
.
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Further, in Toward A Learning Society (1973)
T the
Commission placed the major responsibility for non-traditional
programs and non-traditional students on community colleges.
The Commission argued that community colleges should serve
as a connecting element between higher education and further
education. Put another way, higher education (four-year
institutions) should "concentrate on academic programs,
. . .
it should continue as the great source of scholarship and
the pre-eminent leader in terms of high standards of effort." 3
For community colleges, then, future roles would be the
result of service to non-traditional students, and by pro-
viding more quasi-academic programs. Included in these non-
traditional programs are occupational training, "sensate"
or emotional training, and experiential programs that give
credit for non-academic work or service.
Most recently, Alan Pifer, President of the
Carnegie Corporation of New York, cast community colleges
in a key leadership role for social change in American
society. Pifer stated that "reconstruction is needed to
re-establish the viability of family life and communities,
to invest society with a sense of humanity and commit itself
3Carnegie Commission on Higher Education, Toward
A Learning Society: Alternative Channels to Life, Work
and Service (Hightstown, New Jersey: McGraw-Hill, 1973)
p. 15
.
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to a new set of values and code of ethical behavior.” 4 While
few would argue against his concept of American reconstruc-
tion, Piter' s new leadership role for community colleges
echoed somewhat elitist traditions: "Community colleges
should start thinking of themselves from now on only
secondarily as a sector of higher education and regard as
their primary role community leadership." 5
Generally, these recommendations capitalized on a
traditional view of two-year colleges and perpetuated the
inequities and assumptions of the current system of higher
education. Frank Newman correctly observed that community
colleges have exciting possibilities, but their promise
is rapidly being undermined." Somehow:
The four-year colleges are shifting more
and more of the responsibilities onto the
two-year colleges for undertaking the
toughest tasks of higher education and
rendering the community colleges increasingly
ill-prepared to perform the immense tasks
they have been given.
Thus, both the present and future assignments of urban
community colleges are difficult. If present trends continue
4Jack Magarrell, "2-Year Colleges Urged to Lead
Reconstruction," Chronicle of Higher Education, March 4,
1974, p. 1.
5 Ibid, p. 2.
gFrank Newman, et al
.
,
Report on Higher Education
(Washington: G.P.O., 1972), P* 57.
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urban community colleges need a viable change strategy. To
date, most change theory has been inadequate to meet the
growing demands placed on urban community colleges. The
immediacy of urban problems coupled with more than a decade
of unworkable strategies have raised the suspicion of urban
educators regarding packaged change systems. Such systems
usually do not take into account that institutions "contain
more variables than can be comprehended at one time and that
some of the change occurring cannot be controlled or pre-
dicted."
7
Despite a need for change in higher education ,most
recent strategies have been ineffectual. Ernest Palola
and William Padgett described the "closed system" planning
found in many colleges and universities:
One of the major ways by which the
system has responded to student
numbers has been the adoption and
incorporation of more standardized
procedures
,
formulas and other
bureaucratic techniques. Maximum
and optimum institutional sizes, costs
of instruction, space utilization
standards, average class sizes and
student faculty ratios became central
concerns as higher education expanded.
In no case was proposed innovation facilitated by concurrent
innovations in statewide budgeting procedures and formulas.
7Ernest G. Palola and William Padgett, Planning for
Self-Renewal (Berkeley: Center for Research and Development
in Higher Education, 1971), p. 12.
8 Ibid
.
,
pp. 10-11.
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New programs or campuses were approved only on the grounds
that they would cost no more than traditional programs.
The "managerial revolution" and the adoption of
planning program budget systems have closed off alternatives.
Palola and Padgett stated: "Although these new developments
have the potential to open up alternatives, the present use
of such a tool has only reinforced past ways of doing things
and represented another obstacle in the path of educational
g
change." The authors concluded that such systems allow
administrators to "retreat to technology and abandon serious
efforts to define the more complex, the more qualitative,
and the more subjective aspects of higher education." 10
In effect, sources within higher education have
stated a need for changes in urban community colleges, but
they have provided little or no leadership and direction.
Change requires a capacity to transform ambitious ideas into
practical programs. If the exciting possibilities of two-
year colleges are not to be underminded, it is essential that
leadership and direction come from within. Future directions
for urban community colleges can be supported by exploring
the realm of possibilities in existing practical programs.
The idea of self-renewal is not new to organizational
theorists. John Gardner, Warren Bennis
,
Paul Slater, Amatai
9
Ibid
.
,
pp. 10-11.
1Q
Ibid.
,
pp. 10-11.
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Etzioni and others have developed theoretical frameworks
for renewing organizations and society. John Gardner, for
example, outlined eight rules for continuous renewal of
societies
:
The ever renewing society will respectthe individual.
The society capable of renewal willdevelop to the full potential of its
members
.
The ever renewing society will treasureits pluralism.
The society designed for renewal willdevelop organizational forms that permit
renewal
The ever renewing society must find a wayto combat the rigidifying that stems from
excessive attention to precedent, and
imprisonment of men by their procedures
.
A society that hopes to renew itself must
have some means of cutting through the
encircling web of vested interests that
chokes off new growth in every field of
endeavor.
A vital society is made up of highly
motivated individuals.
The ever renewing society will have a
measure of consensus as to the things
that it values, though the consensus
will provide plenty of room for pluralism
and dissent.
"^John W. Gardner, "Renewal of Universities,"
Educational Record (Fall 1964): 366-370.
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Further, Gardner would apply these rules to organizations
within society. For colleges and universities the continuous
flow of students and the mobility of competent, motivated
faculty contribute to renewal. But renewal is impeded by
the rigidities of a departmental structure, coupled with
faculty conservatism about any major innovations in the
organization of learning experiences.
For urban community colleges, a self-renewal process
is a more hopeful strategy for the future.. The rationale
for a self-renewal strategy simply stated is: A community
college should expand its roles and functions to meet the
needs of students and local communities. Administrators
and faculty must emphasize community involvement through
effective and useful curricula, activities and programs
—
as additions to the traditional tasks of teaching,
research and service but as a prerequisite to their imple-
12
mentation. A community college made more open to a
diverse population is ineffective when students and
community residents are made unwelcome by irrelvant curricula,
dysfunctional programs and racist attitudes on the part of
faculty and administrators.
When used effectively in urban community colleges,
a self-renewal strategy can adapt to specific needs. In
12James F» Canniff, Byrd L. Jones and Aldustus E.
Jordan, "Usefulness, Diversity and Purpose," p. 1.
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Dynamics of Academic Reform
,
for example, J.B.Lon Hefferlin
describes a major key for renewal in higher education. For
urban community colleges such a strategy "refers to such
alternatives as shifts in institutional services, revision
of policies, reorganization of curricula, development of
new teaching and increases in learning ." 13 Hefferlin empha-
sized programs and their revitalization, not expansion or
growth. For example, the inclusion of useful and purpose-
ful reality-based occupational education may provide meaning-
ful opportunities within open admissions programs. For
welfare mothers who desire a college education, a facility
for effective child care is a useful vehicle for educational
opportunity. In short, changes in quality and design,
not quantity, matters for self-renewal
.
A self-renewal strategy is an on-going and active
process. The plan should respond to changing circumstances
and be flexible enough to formulate new goals and new
functions. Further, a positive self-renewal process can
dispel the presumption that "every problem has a solution
and one can march towards it in a straight line." 111
13J.B.Lon Hefferlin, Dynamics of Academic Reform
(San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1969), p. xix.
14
Daniel Bell, "Notes on the Post-Industrial
Society ," Public Interest, 39 (October, 1967): 24-39.
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The problems of urban areas and the college located in them
need solutions. The scope of these problems requires
flexibility; their stress on individuals requires on-going
hope and renewal.
A major task of urban community colleges in the
1970's, then, is to develop a capacity for self-renewal.
Change will occur, but it must be defined by urban community
colleges themselves. Strong educational leadership, wide
participation in planning, and reliance on the special
competencies of those persons within these institutions can
result in effective, ever renewing programs.
A Renewal Strategy for Urban Community Colleges:
A Model
Nearly a decade of literature in higher education
has focussed on the inadequacies of educational-industrial
linkages--citing the need and mutual benefits for both
sectors, but failing to explore new possibilities for the
creation of effective designs. In 1964, for example, Paul
H. Sheats
,
a former consultant in occupational education
to President Kennedy, outlined five priorities for higher
education. Sheats called for a more rapid expansion of
comprehensive community colleges, a higher priority in
colleges and universities for occupational preparation, an
expansion of work study programs , an expansion of research
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efforts in the identification of work related, educational
needs, an improvement of occupational institutions and in
the evaluation of technical programs. Sheats concluded
that these recommendations should be accompanied by a change
of attitude by college faculty toward occupational training. 15
In 1972, The Newman Report focussed on specific
recommendations for effective occupational training within
the business sector. The Report recommended that efforts to
expand occupational opportunities move away from large
,
federally run programs. According to the Report, "the
greatest opportunity lies in the restructuring of the
existing tasks within industry and government (and even the
university) so as to eliminate artificial barriers." More
fundamental changes in existing patterns were recommended
for utilizing the talents of students through:
Part time hiring, eliminating the idea
that only two ends of the skill spectrum
can work part time, professionals as
consultants and the unskilled hourly wage.
Internship programs that operate year
round rather than just during the summer,
so that real tasks can be assigned rather
than make-work.
Apprenticeship programs that utilize an
old concept for new tasks in all types of
jobs--white-collar
,
blue-collar, profes-
sional.
15Paul H. Sheats, "Occupational Training and
Higher Education," Educational Record (Fall, 1964): 139-141.
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Review of credential requirements, as hasbeen done in the drive to encourage minority
employment on a broader scale.
Joint work-study scholarships, where the
student obligates himself to his employerfor two or three years in return for
financial aid. 16
In 1973, the Carnegie Commission re-emphasized the
need for stronger cooperation between educational institutions
and industry. The Commission cited a need for a variety of
educational-industrial linkages to provide more alternatives
for life long education. Among its recommendations, the
Commission called for new forms of apprenticeship programs
which include on the job training, systematic instruction
which ties plant-site classrooms to televised instruction
originating on college campuses, and increased federal aid
for skill training programs on all levels of education.
Further, the Commission stated that when businesses and
industries do not have skill training expertise within
their own companies, they will "seek agreements with educa-
tional institutions to provide technical aid for the develop-
17
ment of industry-based skill training programs."
While a need exists for more effective cooperation
between educational institutions and industry, educators
1 fi
Newman, Report on Higher Education
,
p. 76.
1
7
The Carnegie Commission, Toward A Learning
Society
, pp. 89-93.
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have generally relied on business and industry to take the
initiative. A comparison between some of the needs and
concerns of local industries and some of the functions of
urban community colleges provides a key to exploring a
leadership role for higher education. Many local industries
have
:
Demonstrated an ability to provide trainingfor disadvantaged" persons in urban areas.
A need to innovate to stay competitive in
a free enterprise system.
An expressed concern for the employment of
minorities and women, further encouraged
hy Affirmative Action legislation.
A need to employ trained professionals
and semi-professional workers.
A need to update the skills of employees
consistent with technological change.
A need to meet the growing incidence of
worker dissatisfaction on all levels
(white-collar, blue-collar and others) by
introducing new and different kinds of
personal interaction and human relations
techniques as prescribed by individuals
and trade unions.
A need to respond positively to community
concerns, particularly in urban areas.
Such concerns may include hiring practices,
credential requirements and social commitment
to local communities.
A need to continually cooperate with educa-
tional institutions providing trained
persons to the labor forces
.
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Among the functions of urban community colleges are:
Providing opportunities for access tohigher education for growing numbers of
non- traditional students including
minorities
,
women and the poor;
Ever increasing responsibility for
occupational training in semi-profes-
sional and technical areas
;
Providing opportunities for retraining
for employed persons who need or desire
it;
Cooperative educational opportunities
which include linkage with leaders in
labor and management
;
Selecting a faculty which includes the
expertise of employed or retired persons
in a variety of semi-professional and
technical areas
;
A community based campus which is access-
ible to community residents and respon-
sive to their educational and social needs.
A useful first step for urban community colleges and local
industries could be to re-examine these and other common
needs and concerns in light of existing possibilities for
cooperation. At a minimum, local industries provide jobs
for skilled workers and urban community colleges train
and retrain skilled technical workers. Both institutions
are community based, and share a need for effective res-
ponses to community needs and concerns. Through paid
leaves or release time, local industries could encourage
employees to seek further job related education. Urban
community colleges have a need to recruit consultants and
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faculty who can bring up to date skills and competencies
to the classroom. Thus, existing functions can form a basis
for cooperation which benefits both institutions.
The fundamental strategy for a more comprehensive
renewal process is based upon shared needs, concerns and
dependencies which exist between urban community colleges,
urban universities and local industries. The strategy draws
on the strength of formalized relationships, and gains
momentum from innovation which is crucial to the usefulness
of each institution. For example, an effective career
l^-Ftice approach in occupational education programs could
capitalize on the semi-professional emphasis of community
colleges, the professional courses of study in universities
and a need for both professional and semi-professional
workers by industry. Over the long run, community colleges
could benefit by providing open-ended training, effective
career development and the placement of students in meaning-
ful jobs upon entry into occupational programs. For em-
ployers, effective cooperation with educational institutions
ensures a continual flow of trained, qualified workers. By
providing new and different career oriented learning exper-
iences, urban universities open alternatives for career de-
velopment for those students who desire it.
At the highest point of a renewal strategy is the
need for change in artificial barriers which screen persons
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from employment opportunities. Beyond racial and sexual
discrimination, there are a host of other artificial barriers.
Restrictive credential requirements which stifle promotions,
inequitable union practices, poorly defined job descriptions
and the "hidden agenda" of formalized requirements for
employee behavior, both on and off the job, lead a long
list of artificial barriers. The long range goal of any
renewal strategy, then, must take into account the need to
eliminate these barriers.
One of the most effective designs for change is
through differentiated staffing. In urban schools, for
example, differentiated staffing patterns have been a major
strategy for system wide change in some school districts.
A differentiated staffing pattern might place urban school
teaching staff members on a career lattice commensurate with
1
8
their ability and background of experience.
Opportunities for both horizontal and vertical
mobility would be open for staff members depending on their
desire for upward mobility, for greater responsibility and
financial compensation or lateral mobility by increasing
1
8
For more detailed discussions of differentiated
staffing in urban schools see Bobby F. Gentry, "Differen-
tiated Staffing for Urban Schools," (Ed.D. dissertation,
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts , February
,
1972) and Dennis H. Tyler, "Educational Renewal for a Diverse
Urban School Population," (Ed.D. dissertation, University
of Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts, May 1973).
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competence at an established level. The goal of differen-
tiated staffing is to create an organic learning environment
which accomodates the many learning styles of students and
different instructional approaches and responsibilities
for teachers. 19
For urban community colleges, a modified version of
differentiated staffing can be viewed within the context of
occupational education. A new design for cooperation
between local industry and local universities, together with
related changes in training techniques
,
open new opportunities
for curriculum reform and career development. A new defini-
tion of on the job training provides a mechanism for expanding
employment opportunities for students. New and different
ways of looking at professional development provides a basis
for re-examining existing job descriptions and training
requirements. Through effective use of employed persons,
community colleges gain the expertise and competencies of
additional experienced personnel. By building on existing
relationships, administrators and faculties can create
prestige and status for occupational programs.
A differentiated staffing pattern for the professional
development of plant managers, for example, would provide
19Atron A. Gentry et al.
,
Urban Education: The
Hope Factor (Philadelphia: W.B. Saunders Company, 1972),
p. 75.
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entry level positions on a career lattice within a local
industry for occupational education students. Through further
job related education and training in urban universities,
students could move upward to a professional level above
middle management. For example, a program of credits leading
to a professional degree might include on the job training,
and coursework in human relations, behavioral psychology,
organizational development and industrial relations. Reduc-
tion or elimination of dead-endness in both education and
training would provide for horizontal mobility which could
increase professional competence in a specific managerial
area. Its basic structure is as follows:
a) Supervisor of Management Clusters :
This person would be on the top rung of
the plant management career ladder. He/she
would be responsible for the supervision of
management trainees in a specific management
area. He/she, along with representatives
from urban community colleges
,
urban univ-
ersities and local community residents,
would plan, acquire materials for, and
develop methods for the program. He/she
would be the liaison person for industry
between each interest group and keep
abreast of all phases of research, and
evolving trends in management training
and organizational development. He/she
should be a senior level administrator
within a local industry, prefarably one
who has a broad knowledge of overall
plant activites. Opportunities for self-
renewal would include an adjunct pro-
fessorship within one of the cooperating
educational institutions.
Plant Manager
: This person would serveas a supervisor and coordinator of trainees
who are making the transition from a gener-
alist in plant management to focussing on
a more specific area. More specifically,he/she would work closely with career
counselors and trainees in designing real-istic and appropriate learning experiencesfor the creation of future options in
career development. This person would be
^ plant manager within a local industry.
Self-renewal opportunities would include
teaching in a cooperating educational
institution for lateral mobility or
attending a cooperating educational insti-
tution for courses leading to a professional
degree for further upward mobility.
c) Management Associate : A Management
Associate would have obtained an Associate
of Arts degree or Associate of Science
degree. In addition, this person would
have had a variety of practical on the job
experiences. In a traditional setting,
this would be the middle management level
at which most two-year college programs
terminate. Opportunities for self-renewal
would be provided through transfer (with
no loss of credit) to an urban university
for further education through courses
designed to meet his/her specific on the
job needs.
d) Management Assistant : A Management
Assistant would be involved in a variety
of flexible management learning experiences.
Each of these experiences would expose the
Management Assistant to a different facet of
plant management, allowing him/her to make
an informed choice of specialization at a
later date. Self-renewal opportunities
would be through continued matriculation in
a job related course of study within the
cooperating institution.
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Management Trainee : The Management
Trainee is the entry level in the career
a^^lce
*
.This person would be expected to
attend orientation sessions as presentedby local employers, and would be given a
chance to select a course of study which is
consistent with his/her career objectives.
Self-renewal opportunities would be throughinitial employment upon entry into the
program, and "stop-go" options which allow
for termination or re-evaluation at any
point along the career lattice.
This model is designed to work as part of a new
design for expanded access into employment through career
development or as a parallel structure to traditional models
in local industries
. Career planners in community colleges
may find a real gain in making traditional modes of training
more flexible for minority, older, part time and working
students. Local industrial leaders might examine the model
for its usefullness in channeling new energy into dissatis-
fied workers. For example, a differentiated staffing pattern
for secretaries might create smaller secretarial pools which
include more internal decision making and revolving leader-
ship by the secretaries themselves. Ideally, those secretaries
who desire retraining in a degree program would have such an
option
.
The fundamental strength of the model lies in its
adaptability. Although the model describes a specific area
of training, flexible utilization could adapt the model to
such areas as Secretarial Science, Automotive technology,
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building maintenance, plant security, and senior level
administrative positions. Rather than a prescription or
panacea for change, the model should be open for modification
and redirection. If continual renewal is to take place,
innovative structures cannot become rigid and dysfunctional.
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Conclusions
This dissertation is not intended to prescribe specific,
and therefore limited, roles for urban community colleges
within higher education. Rather, the attempt is to encourage
administrators, faculty, students and community residents to
view the usefulness of existing functions within the context
of their own needs. In this light, the following conclusion
^^•Shli§hts useful directions toward a more positive future
for urban community colleges.
In the future, urban community colleges will continue
to provide access to higher education for increasing numbers
of minority and poor students. This responsibility need
not be viewed within the context of traditional structures.
Too often, institutions of higher education have chosen to
persist in an educational mode which is inconsistent with
the realities of their circumstances. Rather, urban community
colleges have the unique opportunity to view these and other
related responsibilities as a challenge. Viewed within
this context, these institutions can take a leadership role
in higher education by a continual insistence upon other
sectors of higher education to provide the same opportuni-
ties .
A more positive future for urban community colleges
lies in their ability to influence the quality of life in
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urban areas. The all too familiar themes of frustration,
hopelessness, poverty and unemployment persist on all levels
of urban life. Yet, urban city dwellers will continue to
be major contributors to the nation's resources, progressive
ideas and innovative city planning. Formalized relationships
between urban community colleges, city and state governments,
public and private four-year colleges, local industries
and agencies can be transformed into new flexible designs.
Urban community colleges can and should fully exploit these
resources for the improvement of persons and communities.
Self-determination and self-direction are crucial
to the development of self-concept for individuals and
institutions. Therefore, in the future, urban community
colleges must begin to define their own unique missions and
roles. They must resist uncritical examination of the many
roles placed upon them by educators, politicians and state-
wide planners. Most important they must make these decisions
on their own terms. There is little to gain and no hope
in a future which is shaped by others. Effective and posi-
tive change can happen only when faculty, administrators,
students and community residents desire it.
Traditionally the process of formal education termi-
nates upon graduation. Future careers are assumed to be
guaranteed with the acquisition of a college degree. This
view, however, is inconsistent with present trends in the
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labor market, and further compounded by the ’’new students”
who graduate from urban community colleges. A historical
precedence of institutional racism, sexism, and social class
bias demand comprehensive career planning and placement for
future graduates in the labor market. In the future, the
general test of urban community colleges will, in part,
be contingent upon its ability to expand opportunity beyond
access to higher education. Increasingly, full opportunity
will require equal access to occupations and further educa-
tion.
Any design for renewed functions of urban community
colleges must take two features into account. First, it
must seek ultimately to deal with social inequities.
Secondly, it must be flexible and on-going. While urban
community colleges cannot realistically seek to solve all
urban problems, they must be at least cognizant of most.
Future planning, organization, goals and functions should be
responsive to these problems. In the final analysis, the
problems of urban areas will increasingly become those of
urban community colleges. If urban community colleges are
to provide expanded opportunities for the poor and minorities,
administrators, faculty and staffs must create a hope factor
for future programs and activities.
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CHAPTER III
The major concern of this chapter is to present
new organizational designs for future planning in urban
community colleges. The primary sources were on-site visits
to urban community colleges and programs
,
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with people connected with these programs. In addition,
information and materials generated by these colleges and
programs provided useful sources: Richard R. Robinson,
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Information on the Wyandanch College Center (now
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students, faculty and community residents in Wyandanch. In
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consortium for the Wyandanch College Center. I worked with
Mr. Richard Robinson and his staff, and eventually performed
some counseling duties for the transfer of WCC students to
four-year institutions. I have also taught in the Wyandanch
school system. In March 1973 through January 1974 I had a
series of conversations and interviews with faculty members
and both current students and graduates. I also found
written correspondence from Mr. Stephen Adolphus, Acting
Coordinator of Higher Education, New York State Department
of Education, to be extremely helpful. Through the valuable
assistance of these individuals, the WCC story began to
take shape.
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The University of Massachusetts-Malcolm X College
case study is the result of my involvement with
students and faculty at the Center for Urban Education,
School of Education, University of Massachusetts, Amherst.
Through informal conversations with Dr. Mark Peel, Coordinator
for the program, and Ms. Lillian Fleming, Director of the
Inter-Institutional Unit, I gained a perspective on the
program. Conversations with many of my colleagues who have
"taught in the UETEP were also helpful.
With the assistance of Dean Howard Irby of the City
University of New York, I gained access to many unpublished
documents and reports from the SUNY Urban Center. Conversa-
tions with Dr. Robert K. Bunch, Assistant Professor of
Sociology at New York Community College, provided valuable
information on the workings of the NYCCC Division of
Continuing Education which sponsors the program. Further,
several of my counselees in Brooklyn COP who have either
attended NYCCC or participated in one of the Urban Center
programs provided helpful information.
CHAPTER IV
Chapter IV points toward new needs in occupational
education for urban community colleges. Full opportunity
implies not only creating access to higher education, but
the creation of options for employment or further education
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(New York: Columbia University Press, 1960); Albert J.
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Education (Washington: American Association of Junior
Colleges, 1967); and Edmund J. Gleazer, This is the Community
College (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1968).
Discussions of the "new vocationalism" on college
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; K.
Patricia Cross, New Students and New Need s in Higher
tion (Berkeley: Center for Research and Development in
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Services Career Program and the Community College (Washington:
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CHAPTER V
Chapter V discusses the need for a strategy for self-
renewal in urban community colleges. Included among a long
list of strategies for institutional renewal are: John W.
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Temporary Society (New York: Harper and Row, Colophon
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for new and different renewal strategies. Dean Allen has
successfully transformed ambitious ideas into practical
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